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A B S T R A C T
With the rise of new platforms, distribution and crowdfunding services, the game
industry is facing fast changes and advances in technology. Game development
studios are under more pressure to create successful games due to the increase
of competition and emerging technologies. The need for Games User Research
(GUR) is becoming more important in order to ensure that the player experience
matches with the game’s design intention. GUR helps validate experiences and
fix issues before they reach the mass market ensuring the highest quality player
experience through rigorous iterative evaluation.
This thesis presents an investigation into the triangulation of identifying the
design intent, measuring the player experience and communicating both in a sin-
gle document within the context of GUR. GUR studies the interaction between
the game and its users (players) to find where the design intention does not
match the player experience in order to provide feedback to the developers on
how to optimize the experience. A tool called Games User Research Blueprint
(GURB) is developed, which compares the design intent for a player experience
with the measured result of a user test in order to communicate issues with rele-
vant context. This thesis contributes to the field of Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) and GUR in three important areas: (1) communicating design intent across
the multidisciplinary field of game development, (2) highlighting important chal-
lenges when conducting GUR with small studios, and (3) the development of the
GURB tool for effectively communicating the results of a user test.
The contributions are described through case studies and interviews with game
developers. The results indicate that the GURB is an effective tool for facilitating
communication in a multidisciplinary field while delivering a clear and concise
summary of issues from a playtest in a timely and cost effective manner. The
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contributions in this thesis are directly applicable for user researchers, game de-
velopers, and other user experience disciplines.
keywords : game design, user research, mixed methods
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 overview
This thesis presents an investigation into the communication of the design intent
in Games User Research (GUR) within the larger context of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI). GUR professionals study the interaction between a player and
a game in order to provide unbiased feedback about the player experience. A
solid understanding of players and their interactions can enable user researchers
to gather more credible data to provide motivating and useful feedback in post-
playtest reports.
In this thesis, approaches are introduced which use a variety of techniques to
quantify and better understand the creation of the design intent. These approaches
are not focused on replacing existing design techniques, but to extend and estab-
lish a combination of existing methods to clearly and unambiguously communi-
cate the design intention of a game. If the design intent is clearly communicated
in a single document usable by a team of varied disciplines, user researchers can
also utilize the document to communicate playtest results.
Previous work has focused on creating communication tools and templates ben-
eficial for a single discipline [55, 73]. Rarely in game development will a team be
comprised of a single discipline. Most teams consist of various professionals such
as artists, designers, programmers and audio specialists. Tools for communicating
need to be usable by all members of the team. Additionally, communicating the
design intent for First Time User Experience (FTUE) is important as it is the first
impression the player has of the entire game and it needs to motivate them to
continue playing.
This thesis tackles an important problem in GUR, which is to improve under-
standing the design intent for the FTUE to be easily communicated in order to
2
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efficiently highlight goals of the player experience. The Games User Research
Blueprint (GURB) is a template that has been developed through an iterative de-
sign and evaluation process to improve the areas of:
• Identifying and understanding the design intent for FTUE;
• Measuring goals in the player experience; and
• Communicating and comparing results from playtest with actual design in-
tention for FTUE.
1.1.1 Why Games
Developing video games is not a straightforward and easy process. The develop-
ment is often a iterative, challenging and demanding process with a variety of
disciplines from design to art and engineering. The aim for most games is to pro-
vide an enjoyable and rewarding experience for a target audience while making
a profit for developers to continue creating interactive experiences. The complexi-
ties arise from the diversity of players that interact with the game. Understanding
the interactions of how players experience video games is fundamental for game
developers to make informed decisions about the future development. Having an
accurate measurement of the player experience can help identify potential prob-
lems in the gameplay before release [24]. Fixing issues before release would lead
to a better player experience and presumably scoring higher on game reviews
ultimately impacting sales.
Games are a rapidly growing field with 472 active studios in Canada while
contributing $3 Billion annually to Canada’s GDP [22]. The market of gamers
are also rapidly growing where 65% of U.S. households own a device used to
play video games and women over 18 representing a greater portion of the game-
playing population (31%) than boys 18 or younger (17%) [21].
Aside from the rapid financial and market growth, there are several other fac-
tors that make video games an attractive area of research. The factors highlighted
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below are used to describe why understanding players and game developers is
critical to creating a successful game:
Game Developer Demographic: The number of game developers is growing
each year with over 390 universities and colleges in USA and Canada offering
degrees in the field and 436 featured schools on GameCareerGuide [86, 27]. In the
2015 International Game Developer Association (IGDA) developer satisfaction sur-
vey (DSS) it was reported that "the average employee is between 27 and 34 years
old (31%), white (83%) male (74%), and living in the United States (54%)." [19].
In terms of disciplines, the DSS reported programming and software engineering
(26%) are the most common roles, followed by game designer (15%), producer or
product manager (12%) and visual artist (10%) [19]. Aside from those disciplines,
there are a variety of other related fields such as quality assurance, animation,
modelling, texturing, and audio [14]. The DSS also highlighted that the major-
ity of responders worked in the industry as a permanent employee (65%) where
self employed (19%) and freelancers and independent contractors (12%) were the
minority [19].
Gamer Demographic: Video games have been breaking into new demograph-
ics in the recent years with more women and older adults involved in interactive
experiences than before. The average female gamer is 44 years old, where the
average male gamer 35 years old . Additionally, the Entertainment Software Asso-
ciation (ESA) reported in 2015 that 44% of game players are women where there
is an equal distribution of women in age where 50% are both under and over 35
[20]. The ESA also reported that 26% of gamers were over the age of 50 in 2016
[21]. With such large increase in diversity of new gamers it is important to ensure
games are accessible to the new players through GUR.
Platforms: Tablet and smartphone gaming has reduced the need to have a ded-
icated gaming platform as games have become more accessible. Nintendo con-
soles such as the Wii and Wii U aim to provide accessible fun experience utiliz-
ing motion controllers and simple design for wider non-gamer audiences [18].
In 2016 ESA reports the devices that gamers use more frequently are PC (56%),
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dedicated game console (53%), smartphone (36%), wireless device (31%) and ded-
icated handheld system (17%) [21]. In 2015 the ESA reported the devices that
gamers use more frequently are PC (62%), dedicated game console (56%), smart-
phone (35%), wireless device (31%) and dedicated handheld system (21%) [20].
It is interesting to note that the usage of PC and dedicated gaming and hand-
held consoles has decreased while smartphone and wireless devices has remained
unchanged. Smartphone game experiences continue to grow with the recent re-
lease of Google Cardboard 1 and Samsung’s Gear Virtual Reality (VR)2, a headset
viewer that can be used with Samsung smartphones with hardware components
such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, proximity sensors and optical lenses. Card-
board and Gear VR allow normal smartphone users to experience virtual reality
through an accessible, inexpensive and novel platform [2]. With the rise of new
platforms such as VR, it is important to ensure that the novel interaction methods
are still accessible for the wider gamer demographic and new players with little
experience.
Distribution: The trend toward digitally downloading titles as opposed to phys-
ically purchasing a video game at a retailer has improved the barrier to entry for
new developers. Online services such as Steam Greenlight3, Google Play4, Ap-
ple’s App Store5 and Kongregate6 allow independent developers to easily join the
market. Previously, developing video games required a license from Sony or Mi-
crosoft and expensive initial investments to purchase developer kits [64]. In pre-
vious generations, PS3 developer kits cost between USD$1,000 and USD$10,000
where a PS4 developer kit costs about USD$2,500 [6]. The DSS also highlighted
the popular distribution methods used by various employees seen in Table 1. It is
interesting to note the popularity of developing for Google Play, Apple and Steam



































Xbox 27 Desura 17 Amazon 20
Table 1: Distribution methods used by companies by employment type from IGDA DSS
2015 [19]
versy over crowd funded and community supported services such as Kickstarter
and Steam Greenlight, with scrutiny over the latter for the influx of low quality
games that have made it into the Steam Store due to community popularity [36].
As highlighted in the above factors (game developer and user demographics,
platforms, and distribution), there have been several changes in game develop-
ment from a growing demographic and industry, emerging technologies and bar-
riers to entry. These present new challenges in delivering a competitive player
experience to ensure a game is successful in the competitive and growing market.
A major challenge will be accommodating new players while not alienating exist-
ing players. Another challenge will be moving away from the hardcore and casual
stereotypes and toward a deeper understanding of players and their interactions.
It will be key to ensure that a game’s design intention is successfully commu-
nicated to the entire team in a simple tool. Communicating issues in the player
experience in the same tool and relating them to where design intent is not met
will unambiguously highlight blockers. Blockers are issues that act as barriers re-
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stricting the player from experiencing the game as the designer intended. Blockers
and bugs are similar, where bugs are traditionally errors in software and blockers
are errors in the user experience. Fixing blockers is key to ensuring a polished
player experience.
1.1.2 Games User Research
HCI methods have made progress in understanding the usability of productivity
applications and websites. However, the specific characteristics of video games
such as the addition of ’intentional challenge and emotion’, mean that many estab-
lished methods of user research cannot be applied for some evaluations in the
same way [52]. Current methods of evaluating experience commonly include sub-
jective self-reports through questionnaires, interviews, and focus groups as well
as objective reports through observational video analysis [41]. Some of these meth-
ods have limitations when applied to video games, such as the focus of usability
related problems. The absence of usability problems in a game does not indicate
it is a fun experience. There is a need to find specific methods for evaluating
problems in user experience, not just usability.
Games User Research is a burgeoning field building upon evaluation methods
from HCI and psychology [54, 56]. Through conducting usability and user experi-
ence (UX) evaluation GUR aims to improve the gameplay experience [51]. Lately,
the term UX has often been used as an umbrella term for HCI research to target
aspects beyond usability and its task-oriented instrumental values [3].
GUR can be conducted by third parties or by a dedicated internal team as part
of the same development studio. Major game development studios and publishers
such as Bungie, Ubisoft, EA, Sony, and Microsoft have teams of in-house GURs.
Since these companies produce multiple titles at the same time, it makes sense for
them to invest in having internal user research teams. These testing facilities often
have individual testing cubicles and living-room-like environments (for ensuring
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ecological validity of the tests) sometimes with one way mirrors for observing
more natural experiences [92, 83].
Third-party GUR teams are also common, which are contracted by a variety of
developers of all sizes. Examples include Player Research7 , User Behaviouristics8
and Bunnyfoot9. These research teams conduct evaluations on a much wider vari-
ety of products, implying that they often have specialised testing equipment such
as physiological sensors. Internal teams are generally closer to the development
team and have a frequent, direct line of communication to various stakeholders
and access to internal documents. However, this can also be problematic; internal
teams may know too much about the game, because they are close to the project,
so that they often have an emotional attachment to the title or a work relationship
with the development team. Third-party researchers often have no emotional at-
tachment to the game or development team, hence are often less biased toward
the issues.
In-house and external teams have distinct advantages and disadvantages de-
pending on what is required by the game’s development team. A large developer
such as Ubisoft Toronto can have at least five unannounced projects at different
stages of development [61]. For Ubisoft, it is ideal to have a long-term investment
to establish a dedicated internal team to meet all the GUR needs. In-house teams
are useful for large studios because they have multiple titles in development at
different stages. This allows studios to make use of the user testing facilities more
effectively. However, not all developers (e.g., Indie or micro studios) can afford to





1.1.3 Challenges for Independent Developers and Small Studios
The games industry is still growing both financially and demographically. Large
game productions such as Grand Theft Auto V and Destiny incurred develop-
ment costs of approximately $137 and $140 million respectively [74, 63]. These
expensive initial investments make it crucial for developers to ensure their game
performs well in the marketplace. To ensure critical sales, these developers set
aside large portions of their budget towards marketing, quality assurance and
user testing. Based on SteamSpy’s figures, there are roughly 1.4 billion games
purchased on the Steam platform, where approximately 25% of those are inde-
pendent games [75]. If nearly a quarter of all games purchased are independent
games, a need to adopt GUR techniques specifically for indie sized teams and
their respective budgets exists.
Independent developers or indie developers are classified as independent from
publishers [71]. Indie developers differ from larger developers like Ubisoft or EA
based on source of funding (self-funding, publisher, venture capital, Kickstarter).
However, as indie studios gain critical success, the distinction for what is an indie?
and what is not an indie? begin to fade. Most agree that indie developers are gen-
erally classified as smaller teams (1-25 people) with minimal funding and a focus
on product, novelty and innovation while not being attached to a subsidiary or
publisher [67].
The challenge for small studios is to obtain the benefits of GUR, while main-
taining a strict budget avoiding unnecessary costs on expensive sensors, machines,
and tools. For this, the most effective testing methods at the lowest possible cost
will need to be investigated.
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1.2 what problem is this thesis solving?
HCI methods are effective at understanding the usability of productivity appli-
cations, however applying the current methods to identify UX issues in video
games is still a challenge for researchers. Video games are different than produc-
tivity applications since games deal with emotion and intentional challenge. Most
of the well-established user research methods in HCI cannot be used in the same
manner for evaluating player experience. GUR methods are effective at utilizing
mixed methods combining qualitative and quantitative approaches based on the
research question. However, utilizing the approaches and communicating them in
an actionable and motivational manner in a normal User Test (UT) report is a cur-
rent issue in GUR. As discussed by Fulton, Ambinder, and Hopson the challenges
of applied GUR are: (1) GUR methods should provide researchers with accurate
results that reflect on user testing assumptions; (2) GUR methods should provide
researchers with specific and precise results that also need to be (3) actionable
and applicable. (4) When conducting the studies, analysing the data and report-
ing the findings, all need to be completed in a time frame that suits the game
development cycle; and (5) Value added to a game by user test findings must re-
turn the cost of running the user test. (6) Presented results need to motivate game
designers to take action on them [25].
This thesis contributes to the field of GUR by improving upon the three fol-
lowing areas in applied games user research: (1) the difficulty in understanding
design intent across the multidisciplinary field of game development, (2) measure
and track goals in the player experience in a timely manner and (3) communicat-
ing and comparing results from a playtest with actual design intention for FTUE.
Thus, this thesis proposes the solution called GURB to tackle the three (see Figure
1).
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Figure 1: Thesis contribution on better understanding of design intention.
1.2.1 Games User Research Blueprint
The GURB is a template that aims to effectively capture and communicate the
design intent for a FTUE for an interactive player experience in a spreadsheet.
GURB is an effective template that quickly highlights goals for a UX to be com-
municated in multidisciplinary teams. The GURB utilizes the UX goals to pro-
vide better context of important indicators when evaluating the experience for
researchers. GURB’s ultimate goal is to compare results from a playtest with the
actual design intention or golden path for a FTUE.
Design intention is a key element of game development to track throughout
the course of development. Since the development of games is highly iterative
and aspects of the game change and evolve as the project matures, tracking these
changes can be helpful during evaluation. Having a tool that can track the state
of the design intention at different points in development can also be helpful
when reverting to older versions in the case where a design change has made a
negative impact on the player experience. This process of tracking would make the
development process more organised, especially when aiming to target specific
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user experience issues. This tracking process can also be used to highlight best
practices for future development purposes.
This thesis also provides further contributions into understanding tools and
processes for multi-disciplinary teams. GURB aims to improve design documen-
tation in order for them to be written in a manner that allows a user researcher
to evaluate directly in relation to design intent. Understanding the tools of user
researchers in a games industry setting is an important problem, and the heavily-
multidisciplinary environment provides a useful lens for understanding broad
HCI issues of group dynamics and collaboration. Finally, the exploration and de-
velopment of GURB contributes to a better understanding of the tools needed by
highly multidisciplinary team.
This thesis is influenced and motivated10 by the following research questions:
• How can we quantify the design intention for an experience and represent
it effectively in one easy to read document?
• What is the most important area of an interactive experience to evaluate?
• How can we assist and support indie studios in performing GUR?
• How can we effectively communicate design and evaluation in the same
document?
10 Personal motivations for this thesis stem a passion for the industry and from past work as a
designer and user researcher of various game development projects. Previous design roles demon-
strated communication challenges when working with multidisciplinary teams. Those communi-
cation challenges motivated the exploration of better understanding design intent for different
game projects. Experience as a User Research Moderator for Ubisoft Toronto provided valuable in-
sight into powerful tools and methods used within the industry to evaluate large scale franchises
such as Assassins Creed, Far Cry and Rainbow 6. The industry experience motivated an explo-
ration into effective methods for communicating user research results and improving existing
ones.
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1.3 outline of thesis
Chapter 2 covers related work in the field of HCI and GUR related to methods
used for playtesting, criteria for evaluating them, player types, motivation theory,
and tools for communication.
Chapter 3 provides an exploration for initial understanding and motivations
of this thesis’ work. This is done through a reflection on my education in game
development and game design, developing Clan Combat as a level designer and
producer, and developing Book Brawl as a game designer and user researcher. The
experience highlights lessons learned from designing and evaluating video games.
The chapter continues with an exploration into understanding indie developers
through playtesting their games. The chapter provides an case study into a game
development studio in Montreal, Execution Labs, focused on accelerating and pol-
ishing small game studio projects. This chapter is an insight into understanding
their needs and establishing requirements for potential solutions to problems.
Chapter 4 covers the development and exploration of the initial versions of
the GURB. The chapter describes three versions of the GURB developed through
participatory design for the purposes of evaluation in Chapter 5. The chapter
describes how the Blueprint was adapted for GUR and also covers the use of
spreadsheets in GUR and game development.
Chapter 5 covers the initial evaluation of GURB through ten interviews with
professional developers. This chapter describes the methodology behind the in-
terviews and the evaluation. The evaluation was conducted in two phases: phase
one consisted of ten interviews with professionals in the industry, phase two con-
sisted of an open coding workshop categorizing the transcribed interview com-
ments. The chapter concludes with a discussion of eight categories that emerged
from the workshop and their impact on communicating GUR results.
Chapter 6 covers the second iteration of design resulting in a fourth version of
GURB. The fourth version was developed based on the comments from the inter-
views and the categories that emerged from the workshop in chapter 5. The fourth
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version of GURB used the tutorial from Book Brawl as an example. Eleven devel-
opers from the Book Brawl team were contacted to evaluate the fourth version of
GURB.
Chapter 7 concludes with a discussion highlighting the main contributions of
the thesis.
1.4 summary chapter 1
Video game game development involves various disciplines working together to
accomplish a unified vision of a intended player experience. It is important for
each developer to clearly understand the vision they set out to accomplish. Com-
municating the vision, formally known as the design intent, is key in ensuring
each developer understands how their individual tasks can help support the in-
tention. One of the challenges is to provide a tool that several disciplines can use
while remaining agile as the nature of game development involves rapid change
and iteration. Another challenge for the tool is to remain cost effective in both
monetary and time. A tool that developers on a budget can utilize is ideal for
smaller developers who remain independent and frugal. A tool that does not re-
quire a lot of time commitment is ideal for all developers, especially ones in large
studios where there is no shortage of documentation.
The next chapter provides background of the research, including relevant exist-
ing literature on games user research methodologies, understanding players, and
the first time user experience.
2
R E L AT E D W O R K
2.1 introduction
This chapter explores background literature to the main contributions of thesis-
identifying, measuring and communicating design intention using the GURB.
This literature review covers various insights into the the field of HCI and the
subfield of GUR. As computer games become more complex to develop, their
global popularity has also increased. A need for understanding players better
and designing to match their intent becomes more valuable. HCI and GUR are
fields that have a player or user centered approach to designing and evaluating
games and software. Practitioners of these fields are becoming an essential part of
game development in order to establish high standards of quality and usability.
The goals of this chapter are to provide a deeper understanding into the field of
HCI and GUR to frame this research effectively. The first section (Chapter 2.2) cov-
ers a review into the field of HCI focusing on summarizing past research, while
explaining modern trends. The section that follows (Chapter 2.3) covers a detailed
review of different GUR methods and techniques for performing playtests. The
field of GUR is where this thesis aims to make its contribution and the litera-
ture covered highlight relevant work. The field of HCI is a multidisciplinary one
encompassing aspects of psychology and computer science. For this reason the
second half of this literature review covers various player behaviour and motiva-
tion theories (Chapter 2.4), although they are not directly related to this thesis. It
is important to recognize what happens to players when they are fully engaged
in an activity this includes an overview of self determination theory to grasp mo-
tivation in greater detail while also describing an application of the theory used
in industry. The final section (Chapter 2.4.3) involves a review of player behaviour
and the UX describing various studies related to UX.
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2.2 brief history of hci
HCI originated as a discipline in the latter half of the 1970’s which is often re-
ferred to by Carroll as HCI’s golden age, since "there was a wide tacit agreement as
to the overarching research paradigm" [7]. The overarching research paradigm Car-
roll spoke of was "to bring cognitive science methods and theories to bear on software
development" [7]. While HCI was molded from the practices of cognitive and ex-
perimental psychology, it actuated from the notions of task efficiency, work perfor-
mance, ease of use and utility [8]. Recently, HCI practitioners have broadened the
methods and approaches used from experimental psychology to a range of social
science methods and techniques such as ethnography, ethnomethodology, and a
number of other qualitative research tools [8]. Carter stated that HCI takes into ac-
count experimental qualities such as pleasure, human values- where it previously
was based on utility and ease of use. Carter further explains that modern game
studies are a polyphonic discipline composed of a wide range of social science
and humanities methods and traditions.
2.2.1 Modern HCI
Carter published a paper [8] in CHIPlay 2014 where his research group analysed
178 papers published at the Special Interest Group (SIG) conference on Human
Factors in Computer Systems (CHI) between 2003 and 2013. The goal of the paper
was to establish paradigms of research while providing an overarching literature
review of the field to commemorate the inaugural CHIPlay conference. The four
paradigms developed over multiple workshops of iterative and subjective anal-
ysis are: operative, epistemological, ontological and practice games research. Carter
describes the research paradigms as follows:
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• Operative games research that leverages knowledge gained from the study
of games or play to exert control upon the world, such as encouraging exer-
cise or learning.
• Epistemological games research that uses games as a vehicle for understand-
ing the use of all technologies, rather than only in the context of the unique
modes of interactions or affordances of games and play, such as virtual em-
bodiment or interfaces.
• Ontological games research that is concerned with the design and under-
standing of the ontology of games; rules, aesthetic, interfaces, fiction and
game design patterns.
• Practice games research that is concerned with the emergent practices and
experiences that occur as a result of interaction with games or toys, or when
interacting with technology with a lusory attitude. [8]
These paradigms conceptualise games and play individually, and awareness of
these paradigms allow HCI researchers to better contextualise their research. For
example, knowledge of these paradigms could lead to differences in research ques-
tions, research fields and methods adopted- ultimately leading to higher quality
research.
Operative games research is the most influential paradigm comprising over 40%
of modern games research at CHI [8]. Operative research questions are focused on
using the allure of games for more desirable applications such as games for health,
education, improving fitness, etc. Operative paradigm also includes research in
the field of gamification defined as "the use of game design elements in non-game
contexts" [16].
Epistemological research is domain specific, looking at novel ways of interacting
and engaging with games. Examples of epistemological research are related to
using games for investigating embodiment, gamer behaviour, control systems and
biofeedback categories. Carter notes that epistemological research has declined
over the past few years.
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The third paradigm of ontological research is concerned with the design and
evaluation of the ontology of games as objects. Ontological research is related
to other areas such as UX, interaction design and software engineering. Where
operative and epistemological research are involved with external research goals,
ontological research aims to improve the field of games in order to generate play
and increase lusory interaction.
The final paradigm is practice research, which targets interactions between users
and the game as a result of entering a lusory attitude. Practice research is closely
related to game studies such as player behaviour, player experience, player inter-
actions, and spectatorship categorizations.
2.3 games user research
GUR aims to help developers achieve their design goals by applying HCI evalua-
tion methods to a game that is under development. HCI evaluation methods and
processes have been developed and refined for productivity applications. How-
ever, the special characteristic of video games require designers to intentionally
provide challenge to their users. This implies that the evaluation methods and
processes need to be adopted for games evaluation. The GUR community has
discussed different adoption strategies in recent years. For example, the GUR
workshop at CHI 2012 focused on exploring methodologies [72], and the GUR
workshops at CHI 2013 and 2014 mainly focused on enhancing the application
[49] and the process for reporting results [93]. These steps were needed for estab-
lishing a new field of research. The CHI 2016 workshop (Lightweight Games User
Research for Indies and Non-profit Organisations) was the first to focus on GUR
approaches for independent developers [58]. This thesis focuses on improving
the process of conducting user research by adapting the GURB spreadsheet with
the aim to effectively capture design intent and compare it with playtesting data.
Therefore, in this section I will review related work on current methods in user re-
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search, application of User-Centered Design (UCD) stages in game development,
and their contribution in optimizing FTUE.
2.3.1 User-Centered Design
UCD is not fully utilized in game design and development to nearly the same
level that it’s being used in productivity applications [62]. A key part of UCD is
understanding the design intent, where the general design goal of a game is to
create an enjoyable experience for its players [62]. The goal for user researchers
is to aid the designers in ensuring their design intent matches the player experi-
ence [62]. In traditional productivity applications, workflow errors are often easily
recognizable whereas in games, designers purposefully provide complicated and
sometimes frustrating achievement paths to provide challenges to players. Thus
by having a clear understanding of the design intent, a user researcher can de-
velop more effective user tests to accurately evaluate player experience. Due to the
iterative nature of game development, there is a need for a tool that can effectively
capture the requirements or design intent to provide a context for evaluation and
a quick comparison within the same document.
Surveys or questionnaires and observation are the most common UCD evalua-
tion methods used in games evaluation, as both are versatile when adapted for
games specifically. Questionnaire data can be used to gather quantitative infor-
mation as well as qualitative information, as demonstrated by Iacovides and Cox
[33]. For example, Iacovides and Cox created a survey for a test game, which was
then given a star rating based on quantitative data gathered from survey feedback.
However the main purpose of the survey is to gain subjective and qualitative ini-
tial reaction commentary from players [33]. This commentary or qualitative data,
is then used to formulate deeper questions for a more in-depth interview with
players later on. The survey is often used to gather data from users to help de-
velopers understand what the biggest concerns of players are, and those concerns
can be further studied using interview or observation.
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2.3.2 First-Time User Experience
FTUE focuses on the initial segments of gameplay (can be a few seconds to min-
utes or even hours depending on the game) that a player would experience. These
initial segments of a game can be thought of as a gateway or probationary period [11].
Hence, if they fail to engage players there is a high chance of losing players in the
initial segments of the experience. The FTUE becomes critically important for free-
to-play games as the financial success of these games directly relies on the player’s
initial gratification experiences to heavily influence their motivation to continue
playing. Conveniently, the first sections of a game are typically the most iterated
sections due to their impact on the player experience. This is because levels are of-
ten designed sequentially (starting with the first level, then the second and so on),
and the levels that are designed first have the most testing, for the purposes of
evaluating the fun of game mechanics. Additionally, it is difficult to start a testing
session mid-way through a game, as a new player will not be familiar with how to
play. This requires that the player plays through the introductory levels [11]. With
such a heavy emphasis on FTUE, it would be beneficial for a tool that designers
can use to unambiguously communicate their design intent for a FTUE. Having
this introduction presented and organized in a clear and concise manner for the
entire development team would assist the communication and development of
the FTUE.
Pagluyan et al. argue that the success of a game often depends on the entire
game experience [62]. However, this entire game experience is often missed by
the typical FTUE-focused user testing session. With this in mind, the researchers
established what they call deep gameplay [62] testing, which involves bringing in
users to play a product repeatedly throughout the development cycle. Instead of
focusing on FTUE user testing with a new group of players each session, the au-
thors discuss the benefits of having repeat testers throughout the development
cycle of a game. One of the main appeals of deep gameplay is that it allows
for these repeat players to have the required experience to be able to evaluate
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advanced features within a game, or to evaluate late-game features. It is worth
noting that this requires commitment from participants to attend gameplay ses-
sions on a consistent basis, which may prove difficult to arrange [62]. This deep
gameplay evaluation provides additional information to the designers wishing to
improve their game, as they can collect and store data about parts of the game
that are typically not seen when evaluating FTUE. The GURB can also be used to
evaluate late game experiences following deep gameplay approaches. Communi-
cating the FTUE is easier in GURB since it primarily encompasses the first hour
experience. Deep gameplay requires greater detail for a longer gameplay experi-
ence.
2.3.3 Rapid Iterative Testing Evaluation Method
Another user testing approach is Rapid Iterative Testing and Evaluation (RITE).
RITE is a usability process first used by the Microsoft Game User-Testing group
[62]. It is a user-testing methodology with the goal of addressing as many issues
and proposing as many fixes as possible in a short amount of time. This is ac-
complished by using fewer participants before implementing changes, but having
more cycles of iteration performed. As a method, it is advantageous because it
allows for immediate evaluation and feedback of recommended fixes that were
implemented, which translates to potentially more fixes in a shorter period of
time [62]. However, as a result of having a smaller participant pool, it is difficult
to obtain a thorough understanding of user behaviours within the given system
[62]. Due to the volatility of FTUE, having a document with the sole purpose be-
ing to highlight key goals for evaluation can be beneficial to the developers. The
document could keep track of issues and fixes from following RITE while also
containing the design intent and trackable results from the playtest. Containing
all this information in one usable document would make communication more
efficient.
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2.3.4 GUR Training and Learning
Rogers et al. studied the amount of preparation (learning and execution) required
for some user evaluation methods. They found that a naturalistic observation will
take two days of effort and three months of training, while interviews will take
one day of effort and one month of training [66]. The research backgrounds of
the participants were not specified, but it shows that there is a time requirement
to train user researchers. Though, a study by White et al. showed that a team of
three evaluators with relevant backgrounds in HCI were trained to use heuris-
tics for the purposes of game evaluation after a single training session [89]. One
of the purposes of training user research coordinators is to reduce biases and
increase validity of evaluation result. Although, this could be accomplished by
having more evaluators, there is a potential for multiple interpretations of user
testing data. There is also a risk of not evaluating correct procedures when a user
researcher is not a trained expert. In larger studios there are multiple roles for user
researchers, each with different levels of required experience. The three common
roles are moderator, analyst, and manager. The manager is the most experienced,
whose role is to develop methods and processes, overall scheduling of playtests
with the design team, allocating resources to each test, and developing the budget.
The analyst role is to develop a detailed testing plan, detailed report, and presen-
tation of the test results. The moderator is often the least experienced. Their role
is to set-up the test including scheduling participants that fit the player profile,
observing participants, and assisting the analyst to conduct the test.
A tool that communicates design intent and evaluates it in the same document
can also be used to teach novice user researchers initial processes for conducting
a user test. GUR often requires specialized training as it is a niche subset of HCI.
The development of the document that communicates the FTUE can be the start
of an initial testing plan that highlights key goals to track and evaluate during the
user test. The testing plan can lead to developing research questions and goals
for conducting the user test to provide primary insight regarding the duration of
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the test, what to test and how many participants to include. This tool would also
assist in the training of novice GUR’s to teach them basic processes.
2.3.5 GUR Tools
Gathering, integrating, analyzing, understanding and reporting user research data
is a process typically made easier by tools. Tools in general are extremely common
in game development. For example, their uses range from simplifying mobile de-
velopment to allowing non-programmers to modify game code logic with simple
commands [37]. Tools are used because they simplify and speed-up the process
of obtaining results. Koleva et al. suggest that the two most important factors that
decided whether or not a developer would use a tool are (a) the quality of its
output, and (b) how well integrated it will be with other tools [37].
For GUR specifically, tools are becoming essential to collect, integrate, analyze,
and report on games and players’ data. Additionally, the datasets collected for
GUR are becoming more "complex, detailed, and multifaceted" [82]. Hence, tools
are necessary to efficiently handle data. For games user researchers, off-the-shelf
user research solutions typically are not cohesive enough, or lack certain features.
Many find themselves creating self-developed tools [81].
As an example of a tool specifically for user testing, Mirza-Babaei et al. demon-
strated BioSt, a tool which graphed a player’s biometric readings or physiological
measures (galvanic skin response or GSR) over a gameplay timeline for the span
of an in-game level [49]. The tool was reviewed by six game development pro-
fessionals in semi-structured interviews, and they all agreed that they could see
merit in using BioSt for game evaluation and user testing. The quality of the tool’s
output was enough to pique the interest of the developers [53]. The format of the
gameplay timeline from BioSt was a key inspiration for the layout of GURB
because of how it effectively represented the player experience. Representing the
golden path for the design intention in a timleline format was a key design goal
for GURB.
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Another example of a tool created to assist in evaluating player experiences
was created by Tan et al. [81]. The tool captured data from two sources of player
data: (1) physiological data (skin conductance response, facial electromyography
and heart rate) and (2) video-cued retrospective think-aloud recordings after the
gameplay, where participants recounted their experiences. This data was coded
and composited into an experience timeline for analysis. It was found that there
are benefits in combining think-aloud data, physiological data, and game events
when analyzing gameplay experiences [81].
As an industry example, a team of researchers at Microsoft created a system for
Tracking Real-Time User Experience (TRUE) [35]. It is a game analytics system
built to automate game telemetry collection and visualization. This data visu-
alization is one of the large strengths of TRUE, as it helps game designers draw
meaningful conclusions from data when making decisions on how to alter a game.
It makes GUR somewhat more accessible, transforming data into something ac-
tionable in a multi-disciplinary team.
There is still the potential for great strides to be made with respect to team
collaboration and workflow optimizations. Tools such as BioSt require specialized
software and skills to use, which might not be effective for independent studios.
The GURB is a tool that can be used for communicating the design intent for the
FTUE, highlighting key goals that can be used for evaluation.
2.3.6 Approaches to Games User Research
GUR studies generally have two main goals: performing a summative or a for-
mative evaluation on a video game. Summative evaluation is generally done to
create design guidelines and best practices whereas formative evaluation is done
to provide more immediate feedback to game developers regarding how the de-
sign intent was perceived by the player. Formative feedback is effective for GUR
applied in industry since developers require timely feedback from user tests in
order to make effective design decisions.
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Representative
Selected methods and recruited participants must correctly reflect
on a UT’s needs and outcomes.
Accurate
Results (analysed based on selected methods) should reflect on a
UT’s assumptions and supported by data (multiple source of data).
Specific
UT and methods selected for conducting the test needs to deliver
precise and specific results (e.g. saying a game is not good without
indicating why and where the problems are).
Timely
UT findings should be delivered in a time frame that matches the
game development cycle. This reflects on selected methods,
amount of data gathered and analysis approaches.
Cost-effective
Value added to a game by UT findings must return a cost of
running the user test (which depends on selected methods and
analysis approaches).
Actionable
UT needs to deliver actionable and applicable results. The quality of
results directly affected by chosen methods and analysis approaches.
Motivational
Presented results (analysed based on selected methods) should
motivate game designers to take action on them. Game designers
should believe in and fully understand the results.
Table 2: Criteria describing effective applied GUR practices [25]
Fulton, Ambinder and Hopson conducted a panel at the IGDA GUR SIG Sum-
mit in 2012 where they discussed an evaluative framework for the most effective
user research methods [25]. The resulting criteria of the discussion are as fol-
lows: representative, accurate, specific, timely, cost-effective, actionable and moti-
vational. Table 2 describes each criterion in detail for application in GUR:
The following sections review popular methods of conducting GUR in academia
and industry settings. Observation, think aloud, heuristic observation, question-
naires, interview and focus groups are some of the popular methods.
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2.3.6.1 Observation
Behavioural observation logs are the industry’s strongest analysis tool in video
games user research. They can provide a basis for a detailed analysis of usability
[62], as well as fun and game experience [65]. Observational studies (referred to
as Behavioural Observation or Ethnographic Observation) is a technique where
a participant is required to perform an activity (playing a game) while being
recorded for future observation, or is directly observed by another individual.
This technique is extremely effective since it is relatively cost effective requiring
very few resources and an observer can detect issues with player progression,
player challenges, and if a player becomes stuck or unmotivated. An observer can
also examine body posture and facial expression to estimate emotions [43].
While behavioural observation is great for gathering objective data and seeing
exactly what players do, it is time consuming to record and analyse the data.
Another drawback to observational studies is that the observer should be expe-
rienced enough to take objective notes which is not very intuitive for novice ob-
servers. Participants may also perform differently when being observed due to
external pressure, meaning the behaviour observed might not be completely nat-
ural [43]. Studying observational data as an indication of human experience is a
lengthy and difficult process which must be undertaken with great care to avoid
biasing the result [46].
2.3.6.2 Think Aloud
Think-aloud protocols build upon the observational studies method where the
participant being observed is required to talk about their actions as they are per-
forming them. The aim is to get inside the players’ thinking processes ’in the
moment’, potentially revealing unobservable details and providing researchers
with immediate feedback. Similar to observation, think-aloud can be recorded
and viewed later. This technique is effective because it provides insight on the in-
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ternal state of the participant providing great mental insight to gather behavioural
data [44].
A downside to think-aloud is that it is unnatural for most people to talk objec-
tively while playing without any prior training. Users may state several subjective
claims about the play session, possibly skewing results. It is argued that ’think-
aloud’ techniques cannot effectively be used within game testing sessions because
of the disturbance to the player and ultimately the impact they have on gameplay
[59]. Similar to observation, think-aloud is also very time consuming [44].
2.3.6.3 Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic evaluation provides a formal and accessible usability evaluation method,
which can be used before any code has been written. Heuristic evaluation origi-
nated in usability research where it is most effective when performed by experts.
Experts can either play a game and evaluate it against a heuristic set, or observe
other players’ game interactions and compare their behaviour with the heuristic
set. The goal of the evaluation is to highlight where the game breaks any heuristic
or design guidelines while advising on solutions.
There are a number of different heuristic sets created for video game usability
evaluation, including Heuristic Evaluation for Playability (HEP) by Desurvire et
al [15], and Nielsen [60]. Although heuristic evaluation promises to be a low-cost
usability evaluation method, it suffers with problems of subjective interpretation
[90]. The heuristics chosen are variable and dependent on what needs to be eval-
uated. There has also been recent work to develop a wearable augmented reality
set of heuristics for mobile games focusing on usability, mobility, gameplay and
wearable technology [26].
HEP is often used when evaluating games due to its notoriety as a comprehen-
sive and verified list. HEP has been previously tested in comparison to a normal
user study and was found to be more effective at finding issues in the experience
[15]. HEP is comprised of 43 detailed heuristics divided into sixteen gameplay,
eight game story, seven mechanics and twelve usability heuristics.
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Heuristic evaluations are effective since they require fewer people to conduct a
test, however finding the correct expert to test can be difficult[43].
2.3.6.4 Questionnaires
Questionnaires are paper-based or delivered online where they can be sent to a
large number of participants with little effort. If the goal is to understand what
people do, a questionnaire will often be a sufficient method to employ. If the
researcher needs to identify why something occurred, an in-depth interview or
focus group session will provide more valid responses than a questionnaire [1].
When designing questionnaires it is important to consider reliability and validity.
Reliability is the consistency of a measure and validity is the ability to measure
what it is supposed to be measuring. Questionnaires should not be too long, since
longer questionnaires are completed less accurately. Additionally, obvious ques-
tions, repetition and readability should be focused on to ensure participants don’t
misinterpret complex questions and the frame of reference is clear. Questions
should be grouped together under common themed headings to contextualize
subsequent questions. Questions should be kept as short and simple as possible
without complicated double negatives or loaded words while also avoiding lead-
ing questions. Questions should not require any interpretations regarding the
meaning of a term [1].
2.3.6.5 Interview and Focus Groups
Interviews are conducted on a one-to-one basis and require a large amount of
the investigator’s time for transcribing and coding the data. Focus groups are
generally comprised of one investigator and a number of participants engaging
in discussions [1].
Interviews and focus groups are a time consuming process that requires careful
planning to obtain more detailed and thorough information on a topic than a
questionnaire. During the interview the investigator often follows a schedule of
prepared questions but can deviate when necessary in order to maximize the
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information obtained. The more structured an interview is, the less likely it is
for a participant to feel at ease and reveal important and relevant issues. The
interview should be flexible enough to allow jumping between questions since
sticking rigidly to a structure can annoy respondents [1].
Interviews and focus groups should follow fours main stages: background, let-
ting off steam, addressing issues and tying up/debriefing [1]. In the background
stage it is important to establish a trust relationship with the participants to make
it more comfortable for users to give more detailed information. The letting off
steam stage is to allow participants to unburden themselves of issues they have
so they don’t resurface later on in the session. The addressing issues stage is
where the interviewer must be careful not to bias the respondent. Lastly, the tying
up stage is where the interviewer summarizes all of the issues re-affirming the
information is correct [1]
2.3.6.6 Telemetry
HCI researchers often use automatic data collection approaches in order to col-
lect enormous amounts of data, where Lazar described approaches under the
spectrum of ease of use (collecting data using existing infrastructure) and flexibility
(customized or instrumented tool to collect specific data) [40]. Depending on the
goal of the research question, existing or customized tools can be implemented
with the trade-offs of flexibility and optimized capabilities when using the for-
mer. Telemetry data is also known as gameplay metrics where a programmer
creates virtual hooks in data points to be exported and visualised in a readable
format. There are various types of data that can be exported such as player posi-
tion, deaths, shots fired, shots missed, time, etc [31]. Telemetry provides objective
data that can be collected remotely and discreetly which is effective at under-
standing trends and patterns without interrupting the player which can be used
for understanding long term player behaviour or ensuring play balance [17].
While conducting user research on the title Destiny from developers Bungie,
they utilized an interesting way of providing contextual feedback using unused
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buttons on the controller [30]. Using the PS4 touchpad players can open up a menu
that provides inputs for: lost/confused, frustrated and awesome. Using this, play-
ers can self report specific moments while playing when they feel lost and frus-
trated or if something happened that they really liked. This data could be placed
within context in the same tools the level designers used for creating content.
This aspect of providing contextual feedback in the same tools developers are
using improves the process for user research.
A downside of telemetry is that it is also time consuming since large sample
sizes are required to obtain meaningful data. Telemetry data is useful for testing
out game balancing techniques, but is more effective when used in conjunction
with other methods to provide greater insight into the data [35]. Since the teleme-
try data will only provide an answer as to what the player was doing, a qualitative
method like an interview will shed light on why the player was doing it.
2.4 player behaviour theories
The following sections describe player behaviour theories in order to develop an
greater understanding about the player. While understanding design intent is im-
portant, understanding the impact of the design intent on the player is equally
important. Flow theory and self determination theory are reviewed to understand
the basics of player motivation. This section also reviews case studies on measur-
ing the user experience.
2.4.1 Flow Theory
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi popularized the theory of flow in the 1970s. Csikszent-
mihalyi, a professor of psychology declared, "Flow represents the feelings of complete
and energized focus in an activity with a high level of enjoyment and fulfilment" [10].
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In the state of flow, a person can lose track of time and any other concerns.
Flow is also referred to as being in the Zone, where an individual’s level of focus
is maximized along with their performance and pleasurable feelings. Players that
are entirely immersed in games feel something identical to flow where they lose
track of time and other responsibilities [10]. Entering the flow state is a goal for
many designers when creating interactive experiences.
As seen on the top of Figure 2, in order to attain flow, a distinct balance be-
tween challenge and skill (abilities) needs to occur. If the abilities of the player
are not met with sufficient challenge in the activity, the player will become bored
and likely abandon the task. If the activity is devastatingly tough and the player
lacks the ability to overcome the challenge, the player will become anxiety. The
bottom of Figure 2 depicts the different areas of flow for basic player archetypes.
Hardcore and novice players have different areas of flow depending on their previ-
ous gaming experience. A hardcore player can handle a more challenging activity
from the outset, whereas a novice player needs a more comforting start to gain
the ability to overcome the upcoming challenges.
It is important for designers to be mindful of flow theory when developing
their intended experiences. Highlighting moments in the experience where a
player feels anxious or bored can provide meaningful insight to designers in or-
der to inspire solutions. However, it is still difficult to obtain credible data to
measure whether a player has reached the flow state as many methods focus on
self-reported evaluation.
2.4.2 Self Determination Theory and Motivation
Studying human motivation is important in a game development setting since it
allows researchers to understand what drivers compel players to continue playing
games. To be motivated means to be moved to do something [69]. Ryan and Deci
developed the Self-Determination Theory (SDT) in 1985 to highlight differences
between distinct types of motivation [69]. Ryan and Deci also state that motiva-
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Figure 2: Describing flow state [10]
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tion varies in levels and orientation, where levels are the amount of motivation
and orientation is the type of motivation. SDT distinguishes between two main
orientations of motivation: intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Intrin-
sic motivation is when a person performs a task since it is naturally interesting
or enjoyable. Extrinsic motivation is when a person performs a task because it
leads to a clear outcome. Better understanding of human cognitive psychology
and motivation can allow game designers to effectively design goals and proper
pacing in accordance with the players motivation. Knowing the drivers of human
motivation are important when designing player experience goals and rewards.
Understanding the design intention for goals and rewards while analysing them
through the lens of SDT can help highlight potential issues in motivating the
player to continue the experience.
2.4.2.1 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation
When an individual acts for the fun or challenge required instead of an exter-
nal reward, they are intrinsically motivated. Healthy humans are generally very
inquisitive, curious and playful creatures with propensities to learn and explore
which is crucial in cognitive, social and physical development. Ryan and Deci
state that the main psychological needs for competence, autonomy and related-
ness contribute to intrinsic motivation. Strong feelings of competence can enhance
intrinsic motivation only if they are supplemented by a sense of autonomy. The
two psychological needs must both be satisfied in order to reach a high level of
intrinsic motivation. Ryan and Deci note that essentially every type of tangible
reward provided undermines intrinsic motivation. Threats, deadlines, directives
and completion pressure also diminish intrinsic motivation. Ryan and Deci found
that providing an opportunity for self-direction can enhance intrinsic motivation
since it grants a higher sense of autonomy. It is worth noting that intrinsic mo-
tivation only works if the activity itself holds intrinsic value for the individual
[69].
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When an individual acts in order to attain an external reward, it is described
as extrinsic motivation. Ryan and Deci present that extrinsic motivation varies in
the degree of that it is autonomous. Another subtheory of SDT is Organismic Inte-
gration Theory (OIT) that describes different forms of extrinsic motivation: amo-
tivation, external regulation, introjected regulation, identification and integrated
regulation. Amotivation is on the far left of the OIT scale where is describes be-
haviour of an individual that does not value the activity with feelings of incompe-
tence and they don’t believe the activity will yield a desirable outcome. External
regulation is the least autonomous form of extrinsic motivation where an individ-
ual demands to obtain a reward as a result of the activity. Introjected regulation
deals with motivation through pressure to avoid guilt or anxiety in order to gain
pride or maintain self-esteem and the feeling of worth. If an individual recognises
the personal importance of behaviour and has accepted it to be regulated, it is
a form of identification motivation. Integrated regulation occurs when the iden-
tified regulations are incorporated where they align with the individual’s values
and needs [69].
Understanding the OIT and the two main types of motivation (intrinsic and
extrinsic) can help classify goals and rewards used in games. Classifying rewards
through the use popular vocabulary in psychology will help communicate the
purpose of the designed goals. Since intrinsic rewards are noted as being the
most powerful drivers in motivation in comparison to extrinsic drivers, designers
should strive to intrinsically reward players for completing objectives.
2.4.2.2 Self Determination Theory Applied
At CHIPlay 2014, Jason VandenBerghe, a creative director at Ubisoft Montreal,
presented a talk on the Engines of Play where he took the principles of SDT and
created a framework for expressing player motivation [88]. VandenBerghe’s goals
when developing the framework was to communicate specific motivation choices
to his development team. The result was the Play Engine 1.0 framework, which is
a clear expression of essential motivations and satisfactions of the game Destiny.
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The framework is a top down technique that is not meant to be used strictly
and independently. It combines the Five Factor Model (FFM) personality traits
of openness to experience, consciencetiouness, extraversion, agreeableness and
neuroticism (O.C.E.A.N) with SDT [87]. The framework builds on his earlier work
where he converted the O.C.E.A.N personality traits into the four domains of play
known as: novelty, challenge, stimulation, harmony and threat [87]. Each domain
is comprised of six facets, equating to thirty total facets for each domain. Threat
is the only domain unused in the framework, due to its lack of direct application
to player motivation. In the Play Engine framework, VandenBerghe utilizes two
facets from the four domains to develop an axial relationship.
An individual that scores positively in the domain of novelty is open to imag-
inative experiences as opposed to repeating conventional ones. High scores in
the challenge domain indicate how much effort and/or self-control a player is
expected to use. The level of stimulation and social engagement of play coincides
with the domain of stimulation. Lastly, the harmony domain reflects the rules of
player-to-player interactions [87].
VandenBerghe used a scale representing the standard distribution of individ-
uals for each facet. The scale highlights areas of player investment, where the
ends of the scale represent a minor population that is heavily invested about each
facet of fantasy versus realism. VandenBerghe notes that players in the center of
the scale are not strongly invested in the facet while representing a large popula-
tion. In between the end and the middle occupy a moderate population that are
moderately invested in the facet.
While the above works well for targeting player motivation, it does little to tar-
get long term satisfaction and highlight points for value and quality of the player
experience. In order to address this, VandenBerghe applies the competence, auton-
omy and relatedness aspects of SDT to the framework to highlight the long term
satisfaction of the player. Using the facets of O.C.E.A.N. and SDT, VandenBerghe
created a tool that visualises player motivation. The tool also had a secondary
goal for effectively communicating a high level, macro vision of the game to the
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development team. This thesis aims to create a more specific tool aimed at under-
standing design intentions for smaller moment-to-moment experiences.
2.4.3 Player Behaviour and User Experience
It is important to understand how players engage with a game in a quantifiable
manner for designers to understand. Greater understanding of the engagement
can result in developing a player model. Understanding player behaviour and
player models has useful applications in: developing more adaptive and personal-
ized game experiences, uncovering game design issues and understanding human
cognitive processes in a gaming context. This section focuses on case studies re-
garding the measurement of UX not for the purpose of improving the game, but
for a greater understanding of the game in general. Two case studies examine the
relationship between UX data and UX surveys with Metacritic review scores.
2.4.3.1 Understanding and Measuring User Experience
Neilsen and Norman describe the UX as something that encompasses all aspects
of the end-user’s interaction with the company, its services, and its products [59].
Developing an enjoyable UX for games allows for greater opportunity for immer-
sion and the possibility for the user to enter flow state. Recent research performed
by Takatalo and Johnson has looked into estimating the Metascore of games us-
ing survey data evaluating aspects of the user experience [80, 34]. Another study
followed a user diary approach to understand the factors that influence players
to stop playing. The last study reviewed highlights naming practices in online
games and their importance on the overall player experience.
Once a game has reached its gold standard build, it is published and sent out
for public evaluation to several game journalists. Metacritic (www.metacritic.com)
is a website where evaluations are aggregated into a single Metascore using an
unknown algorithm providing the public with a single number indicating the
quality of the game. While a single score is not always a concrete indication of the
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quality of the game, the score itself is known to influence consumer purchasing
habits and some publishers provide bonuses to developers if a game achieves
above certain Metascore [28].
Takatalo aims to understand if subjective UX data collected from a single game-
play sessions can effectively predict the Metascore of a game [80]. The researchers
state that they can effectively predict the Metascore class (universal acclaim, gen-
erally favourable reviews, mixed or average reviews) with 75% accuracy. 1384
participants (1295 males, 89 females) completed a questionnaire consisting of 139
questions after playing a gaming session at their house. Participants played 60 PC
or console games in the following genres: first-person shooter (23), strategy (3),
role-playing (13), driving (3), 3rd person action (13), MMORPG (3) and simulators
(2). The games played had reviews ranging from 59-96, covering the three promi-
nent Metascore classes (universal acclaim, generally favourable reviews, mixed
or average reviews). The data gained from the questionnaire was factored into
fifteen multivariate subcomponents forming a Presence-Involvement-Flow frame-
work table [80].
Takatalo used 5 predictors in their analyses due to the exploratory style of the
research: presence, involvement, cognitive flow and emotional flow [80]. Each pre-
dictor had several subcomponents for further analysis. The researchers noted that
5 subcomponents: importance, interest, valence, arousal and challenge explained
a substantial fragment of the Metascore variance. Takatalo’s next steps will look at
refining the model used with machine learning and more sophisticated statistical
analysis. Future work will also provide a better data set with: balanced gender,
multiple platforms and details about the game session.
Recent work from Johnson examined using two surveys in order to shed light
on the relationship of Metacritic scores and the player experience [34]. The two
surveys used for the study were the Player Experience of Need Satisfaction (PENS)
and the Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ). The main research questions of
the study were: which subscales of the PENS and GEQ are associated with Metacritic
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Professional scores? and which subscales of the PENS and GEQ are associated with Meta-
critic User scores? [34].
PENS was developed using the principles of Self-Determination Theory and
its application to videogame player motivation. PENS measures the player ex-
perience in the following dimensions: competence, autonomy, relatedness, intu-
itive controls and presence/immersion. PENS was validated through experimen-
tal contexts with participants and non-experimental contexts with MMO players
[34]. GEQ is not based on any theory as PENS; however, the GEQ was based
around conceptual player experiences and focus-group explorations with gamers.
GEQ is composed of seven factors: positive affect, negative affect, frustration, flow,
challenge, immersion and competence. The preliminary validation work to devel-
oping GEQ has never been published, raising some concerns of its validity [34].
573 participants engaged in the study where the average age was 20.7 years with
the majority (81.7%) being males playing 16.6 hours of videogames per week. 200
different titles were listed for the study across multiple genres (FPS, ARPG, action
adventure, RPG, MMORPG, MOBA and others) [34].
The strongest relationships found in the professional scores were with intuitive
controls, autonomy, presence and immersion. The results from the user scores
showed the strongest relationships with positive affect, presence, immersion and
autonomy. The results also indicate that PENS subscales have a stronger correla-
tion to the professional Metacritic scores then GEQ subscales [34].
Mekler developed a three-month diary study involving 25 participants playing
the puzzle platformer FEZ over several gaming sessions [48]. The goals of the
study were to explore how the UX fluctuates over the play-through of a game,
specifically looking into the phenomenon of players not completing games. Pre-
vious work explores the UX through analysing quantitative telemetry data which
provides an answer to what of player behaviour and not the why. Mekler’s study
uses more qualitative methods, namely diary studies that provide insight into
how player’s thoughts and emotions about a game change over time. Early re-
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sults indicate that intrinsic motivation significantly decreased over the course of
several gaming sessions [48].
Mekler’s study looked at twenty-five university students (13 female, 12 male,
age 22-28 years, mean age = 24.45) playing the puzzle platformer FEZ on Steam.
The participants were asked to keep at a minimum six diary entries but they
had the option to write more if they wanted. Diary entries had to be written
after every 30-60 min of gameplay. Participants were able to choose freely both
the duration and the moment of play. This allowed the researchers to test the
game experience "in the wild" [48]. The diary entries had to describe what the
participants did in the game and how they felt during gameplay, followed by
questionnaires. The study used the PENS to evaluate enjoyment/interest using
the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [48].
Overall the average user diaries players generated were 8.2 (range 6-13) and
users spent on average 7.88 hours (range 6 to 13.7) playing the game. The study
ran a Mann-Whitney U Test that showed players who had finished FEZ, rated
it significantly better in the retrospective evaluation and were more likely to rec-
ommend it. An ANOVA revealed that intrinsic motivation decreased significantly
over the course of six sessions. They also found that players who would later
go on to complete the game, already tended to experience less of a decrease in
intrinsic motivation by the fifth gaming session [48].
Another study worth noting is by Crenshaw and Nardi looked at the nam-
ing practices in online games (MMO’s and online arena or strategy games). The
study presents a refreshing insight into why players choose distinct character
names and how the chosen names support the player’s identity. Identity is defined
"as a representation of the self comprised of personal experience and interactions that all
players construct for functional, pragmatic purposes" [13]. Crenshaw interviewed 20
gamers using semi-structured, audio taped interviews either in person or online
via Skype. Players explained video game naming practices, where names origi-
nated and their opinions about different name types and stylistic choices [13].
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The study found that names were used as important identity objects that repre-
sented a unique identity for themselves. Players tried to either name them using
allusions to other media or simply creating a name that fit. If the name didn’t fit,
some participants found that it was necessary to delete the character all together
rather than purchase a name change. Additionally the player name would ex-
tend to other games as other players would recognize them from previous games
played. Some players also took on variations of their online name that they were
referred to offline by their friends. Overall the study found that the name of a char-
acter extends far beyond customization as it adds value to the gaming experience
and suggests a broader importance of naming practices online [13].
2.5 summary chapter 2
This chapter explored multiple research methods that are often applied when
studying interactions and player behaviour across the gameplay experience. Un-
derstanding effective methods of measuring the player experience is one of the
key areas that this thesis aims to contribute to. Additionally this chapter explored
player behaviour theories to understand the drivers of motivation that compel a
someone to engage in a player experience which can be effective tools designers
use when creating their intended experiences.
This literature review consists of a brief glance into the field of HCI where I
highlighted the initial goals of bringing cognitive science methods and practices
to the field of software development. Modern HCI is a more polyphonic discipline
that employs a wide ride of social science and humanities methods and traditions.
Four main paradigms of research summarise the bulk of research conducted at
CHI which include: operative, epistemological, ontological and practice games
research.
The review highlights GUR methods and best practices of conducting applied
GUR, reviewing UCD, FTUE and RITE approaches to evaluating games. UCD fo-
cuses on having a clear understanding of the design intention in order to develop
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effective user tests. FTUE highlights the importance of the initial segments of a
game and its significance in motivating the player to continue the experience. The
RITE approach focuses on fixing issues in between rapid user tests to allow for
immediate evaluation and feedback with smaller participant pools. The review
also discussed a framework for evaluating user research methods that will be
used in the next chapter to evaluate our playtesting approach during a case study.
Common methods are also reviewed such as observation, think aloud, heuristic
evaluation, questionnaires, interviews and telemetry (See Table 3 for a summary
of each method). The review ends with an exploration into player behaviour the-
ories of flow and SDT while describing a application of SDT used in industry to
communicate high level drivers of motivation of a game.
The next chapter describes the needs and requirements for a tool that aims to
communicate design intention and evaluation through exploring common design
frameworks and playtestsing indie games in development.
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Provides objective data about
what players actually do. Can





Get access to what players
are thinking and feeling. However





Smaller number of people required
and fast to conduct. However, method




Consistent, quantifiable and easy to
administer. However, designing good
questionnaires can be difficult.
Interviews Medium One-on-one interview
Rich data for subjective opinions and
can ask follow up questions. However,




Useful for discussing concepts to
gather group feedback. However a
good facilitator is needed.
Telemtry Low deltaDNA
Objective data that can be gathered
discretely. However requires large
sample sizes for meaningful data.
Table 3: Summary of popular GUR methods
Part II
E X P L O R AT I O N
3
U N D E R S TA N D I N G N E E D S A N D R E Q U I R E M E N T S F O R G U R B
3.1 introduction
This chapter explores design, evaluation and communication methodologies that
motivated and inspired the initial development of the GURB. A key element to
this thesis is understanding design intention and effectively measuring it. Through
exploring game design frameworks I aim to gain a better understanding of how
to effectively encapsulate the design intention in the GURB tool. Additionally by
exploring independent game development through user testing I aim to gain a
better understanding on how to effectively measure what a player experienced.
This chapter begins with an exploration of two design approaches (MDA frame-
work and rational game design (RGD)) and a game design workshop. The explo-
ration of design approaches is achieved through the lens of two games, Clan
Combat1 and Book Brawl2. The game design workshop explores the application
of RGD in order to understand its strengths and weaknesses. Finally the chapter
concludes with six case studies of evaluating indie games in development.
3.2 part 1 - exploring design approaches
In order to understand design intention, an exploration began focused on design
techniques and methodologies. The exploration began by looking through my
past experience a game development and entrepreneurship student at UOIT, my
experience as a game designer at Ubisoft Academia, and my experience as an
1 Clan Combat is a multiplayer action game I developed with a team of eight developers for the
2014 Ubisoft Academia competition. I was a level designer and producer for the project.
2 Book Brawl is a multiplayer platforming game developed under the guidance of Ubisoft Academia
with a team of twenty six developers. I was a game designer and user researcher for the project.
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intern at Ubisoft Toronto and Execution Labs. This exploration was a valuable in-
sight into available methods for design used in game development. The following
describes the reasoning of selecting methods from my experience and education.
Workshops were developed from the MDA and RGD approaches in order to better
understand the effectiveness of each regarding its ability to be used by designers.
3.2.1 Clan Combat and Book Brawl
The experience of developing Clan Combat (CC) as a level designer and a pro-
ducer provided insightful first hand experience regarding the roles and responsi-
bilities for each role. The goals for a producer are to aim for the big picture and
impressing Ubisoft Academia judges with an interesting competitive game. The
goals as a level designer are to facilitate the game design by providing challenges
using terrain, object placement, height, choke points, etc. Facilitating the game
design required specific detail about the experience given by the game designer
to communicate their vision the other developers. The CC team used game design
documents to highlight important visual and technical information.
The experience with Book Brawl as a game designer and user researcher was
extremely helpful in understanding communication in a large diverse field. With a
larger team of twenty-six developers, clear and unambiguous communication was
important due to a short development (two months) leaving little room for error.
Additionally, the majority of team members were French-Canadian which added
another challenge of a language barrier. Having a mixed team of French speakers,
English speakers, programmers, artists and designers was a great experience in
diversity. In previous projects, while roles were diverse, each member of the CC
team had a similar game development education meaning communication was
less ambiguous as the CC team had bonded through experiences as students.
This diversity coupled with a short development time ensured that the BB team
had to have a focused development and could not waste any time on items that
would not make it into the game.
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Figure 3: MDA Framework describing key components [32]
3.2.2 The MDA Framework
The formal Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics (MDA) is a popular framework
for game designers (see in Figure 3). The purpose of the MDA framework is
to provide a common approach to understanding games in order to bridge the
gap between game design and development, game criticism, and technical game
research [32]. When developing CC, the team followed the MDA framework in
order to communicate key design elements of the game.
Within the MDA framework, mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics are defined
as following:
• Mechanics describes the particular components of the game, at the level of
data representation and algorithms
• Dynamics describes the run-time behaviour of the mechanics acting on
player inputs and each others’ inputs over time
• Aesthetics describes the desirable emotional responses evoked in the player,
when she interacts with the game system. [32]
MDA is an abstract method of conceptualizing the behaviour of gameplay sys-
tems. Its goal is to be effective at communicating several elements to a wide range
of disciplines within the industry. The theory is framed around each component
used as a lens to view the game as separate but causally linked. In Figure 3, it
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shows Mechanics influencing Dynamics, and Dynamics influencing the Aesthet-
ics. The MDA framework aims to move away from fun and gameplay definitions
and towards a more directed vocabulary such as the following taxonomy:
1. Sensation: Game as sense-pleasure
2. Fantasy: Game as make-believe
3. Narrative: Game as drama
4. Challenge: Game as obstacle Course
5. Fellowship: Game as social framework
6. Discovery: Game as uncharted territory
7. Expression: Game as self-discovery
8. Submission: Game as pastime [32]
Examples of MDA aesthetics used to describe the games Charades, Quake, The
Sims, and Final Fantasy:
1. Charades: Fellowship, Expression, Challenge
2. Quake: Challenge, Sensation, Competition, Fantasy
3. The Sims: Discovery, Fantasy, Expression, Narrative
4. Final Fantasy: Fantasy, Narrative, Expression, Discovery, Challenge, Submis-
sion
This grammar could be very effective when combined with other methods to
communicate an intended experience. This framework was helpful in the early
design stage of CC since by using the aesthetics vocabulary the team was able
to define the game as a combination of fantasy, challenge, fellowship and dis-
covery. The fantasy aspect described the alien world of CC, challenge described
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Damage Charge Up Cooldown Pushback
Quick Tap 30 0s 0.65s 0.25m
Hold Max 100 1.25s 1.0s 1.0m
Table 4: Clan Combat basic attack parameters
the multiplayer and eSport3 elements, fellowship described the different roles of
each player (hunters and gatherers), and discovery described the core experience
of searching for food. Additionally, the mechanics of CC were also described fol-
lowing the guidelines of the MDA framework focusing on data representations
and algorithms. In the CC game design document, each mechanic description
was followed by a table describing data requirements and written descriptions of
algorithms to assist with communication.
The following is an example of how a basic attack mechanic was designed for
a Berserker character in CC following the MDA framework:
The Berserker’s basic attack is slow and sluggish and pushes enemies back when hit.
The damage and pushback is increased the longer the attack is held, up to a cap. Character
dependent. See Table 4.
While the framework does not effectively describe design suggestions for the
mentioned aesthetics, it does effectively highlight individual elements of a game
experience. These definitions are effective for highlighting what mechanics and
dynamics need to accomplish in order to achieve the experience. For example,
challenge can be created by adding time pressure, or opponent play. One of
the issues with this framework is that the aesthetics are debatable and some-
what ambiguous and abstract. The major problems have to do with the lack of
clarity around the terms mechanics and aesthetics. I find that aesthetics have a
widespread association with the visual qualities of a product and the framework
3 eSports can be defined as a form of sports where the primary aspects of the sport are facilitated
by electronic systems; the input of players and teams as well as the output of the eSports system
are mediated by human-computer interfaces [29]
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aims to use it as a broad term to describe all desirable emotional responses. This
confusion between visual and emotional qualities can lead to ambiguities in com-
munication, which defined some of the requirements for the GURB tool. Overall
the MDA framework has a lot to offer when used broadly as a conceptual tool,
however it is not a complete solution to communicating design intention.
3.2.3 The Rational Game Design Method
Part of the development of Book Brawl (BB) was engaging in training seminars
from Ubisoft Academia coaches. The design team coach, Alexis Jolis Desautels4 is
a game director at Ubisoft. Desautels used RGD as the basis of his teachings. RGD
has strong design influences from architecture [47] with the following quotes used
as design mantras:
• "Form follows function" - Louis Sullivan
• "Less is more" - Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
• "Easy to learn and difficult to master" - Nolan Bushnell
Key aspects to RGD method, are the elimination of unnecessary information,
making aspects of the game readable, understandable and apparent, introducing
mechanics in an orderly and easily digestible manner, and preserving learning
and difficulty curves [47]. The idea with RGD is to assist in the design and ex-
ploration of deep mechanics which can be exploited through clever rationalized
level design as opposed to using one-off / one-shot game mechanics to imitate
depth. This also helps organise production by eliminating unneeded elements in
the game production focusing on only polishing what will improve the game
experience.
RGD is comprised of the following important elements: objectives, atomic de-
sign, variety, flow, and accessibility. Objectives are clearly defined goals for a game
4 See: http://gamesummit.pro/intervenant/jolis-desautels-alexis/
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Figure 4: Skills Vs Inputes matrix from RGD [47]
experience. Objectives help provide a sense of purpose while also clearly and un-
ambiguously guiding the player on their goal. Atomic design is a method for
low level game design in order to examine the small influential factors impact
the experience such as mechanics, player skills, inputs and other atomic param-
eters. RGD defines a game mechanic as "a challenge based on a specific input and
skill which can be altered by atomic parameters to increase the inherent difficulty of the
challenge" [47]. Using a Skills versus Inputs (see Figure 4) matrix, we can analyse
the relationship and find atomic parameters to add, remove or modify difficulty
parameters.
To summarize, RGD provides tools such as variety and skills versus inputs ma-
trices to quickly explore the atomic parameters of a game and their relationships.
RGD’s goal is to assist in the development of deep mechanics to facilitate solid
learning and difficulty curves while also injecting a variety of memorable scenar-
ios. This detailed approach of systematically analysing the atomic components of
a game in order to understand specific inputs or add variety are what make RGD
a powerful framework.
The development of BB utilized the skills versus inputs matrix in order to un-
derstand the complexity of key mechanics. BB had common mechanics such as
jumping and shooting that were easy to implement due to best practices from
popular games setting standards. Since several games utilize a jumping mechanic
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Figure 5: Variety Matrix from RGD [47]
in their game, it is easy to find videos and examples of the mechanic used to
compare and contrast BB’s jumping mechanic. However for novel mechanics like
shifting dimensions, there are fewer games to use as inspiration and inquire best
practices. Therefore, the skills versus inputs matrix allowed the team to analyse
the atomic parameters and highlight possible issues for novel mechanics. For ex-
ample, the shifting feature was activated when a user pulled the left and right
triggers on an Xbox 360 controller. The shift mechanic had another feature where
if a user pressed the trigger halfway, a visual preview of the next dimension would
appear. The analysis showed that half pressing the trigger was complex since ev-
ery other mechanic was activated from a single button press. This was validated
when playtesting the game, I found that players were unable to intuitively figure
out how to preview dimensions by half pressing the triggers. Ultimately the team
decided to include a special tutorial in the game that had an area focused on
teaching the preview feature.
The variety matrix was also used in designing alternate game modes for BB
by using the mechanics as abilities, and activities were used as multiplayer game
goals. BB is a platforming game of cat and mouse where each team has to hold
on to a book for the longest time, similar to capture the flag. Using the variety
matrix (see Figure 5) the team was able to design a several alternative modes of
play using the existing mechanics in different contexts.
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Overall the RGD method can be extremely effective at systematically highlight-
ing atomic components of a game and utilizing spreadsheet style matrices to anal-
yse and quantify design parameters. RGD is an expansive method that requires
some formal training in order to be used effectively. However, it is a powerful tool
when used correctly where it has been successfully applied on large scale titles
such as Rayman Origins [47].
3.2.4 Workshop: RGD Takeaways
The goal of the first workshop was to understand the effectiveness of the RGD
method when used by designers for the first time. A second workshop was also
conducted with the focus on evaluation using heuristics. The results of the second
workshop did not have a relevant impact on the development of the GURB. A
key takeaway from the second workshop showed a preference for the systematic
approach of evaluating a game using an agreed upon set of guidelines. For a
detailed description of both workshops see Appendix A.
RGD’s main strengths are in the development of the visual diagrams commu-
nicating the atomic parameters of a game. Students also enjoyed the process of
learning a design method used in industry and found it an insightful experience
into understanding more about difficulty and game balance which is not often
taught. The effectiveness of the visual diagrams of skills versus inputs and vari-
ety matrices were a key inspiration of using a spreadsheet format for GURB also
using atomic design data to describe the design intention.
3.2.5 Summary: Exploring Design Approaches
The first section of this chapter explored two popular design approaches and
more specifically the MDA framework and RGD. MDA can be a powerful frame-
work when used as a conceptual tool broadly. However, the ambiguity in its ter-
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minology reduces its usefulness. RGD is a great approach for designing games
atomically and systematically with the assistance of the skills versus inputs and
variety matrices. However the several elements (objectives, atomic design, variety,
flow and accessibility) that comprise RGD make it a complicated approach that
is difficult to teach to novices. The most effective elements from each regarding a
broad conceptual tool and an effective systematic breakdown of key components
will motivate the design of the GURB. These two are the core components in the
GURB used to communicate the design intention of a experience. There is a need
for a tool that can unambiguously communicate the design intention of a game
without requiring the need for formal training in order to be used. If that same
tool also had components for evaluating a player experience, it can be contextu-
ally compared to the intended design. GURB is a step toward combining both
design intention and evaluation.
3.3 part 2 - exploring evaluation approaches
The previous part of this chapter discussed an exploration regarding my past
experience with designing and communicating game design intention. The explo-
ration found that there is a need for a tool that can communicate design intent
effectively. This tool would be used in the context of GUR. Chapter 1 stated that
there is a demand for specific GUR approaches for independent developers re-
garding low cost and effective methods. This section investigates independent
developers through eleven playtest case studies of six separate studios. The initial
purpose of the investigation was to understand the needs and requirements for in-
dependent developers with regards to evaluation and user testing. The secondary
goal was to explore effective inexpensive methods for conducting a playtest. In-
dependent games have similar risks with larger game productions while having
a much smaller budget. Smaller game studios often do not have the budget for
arranging expensive playtesting, so there is a need to incorporate playtesting tech-
niques for smaller teams and accommodate their budgets and specific needs.
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The goal of this section is to demonstrate an argument with many case studies
to backup why playtesting is important for small independent studios and to ex-
plore ways of providing inexpensive playtests into the indie development cycle.
This chapter provides example of equipment and methods that can be used when
playtesting for independent studios. The exploration of playtesting was also effec-
tive for prototyping initial versions of the GURB (see Chapter 4) whilst conducting
the tests.
3.3.1 Playtesting
Playtesting is becoming a common method to improve games and builds upon
evaluation methods from GUR which is building upon psychology and HCI
[49, 57]. Playtesting aims to improve a game’s design and player experience by
performing a series of usability and user experience (UX) evaluations [50]. Un-
derstanding how players experience the game is important to the development
process. In order to obtain an idea of the player’s experience, in-house and ex-
ternal playtesting teams use mixed methods to get various complementary yet
separate sets of data.
Playtesting uses a set of techniques and tools to measure and analyse behaviours
of players to retrieve information for developers in order to improve the player
experience. One of the current challenges when playtesting for indie games is
to effectively gather, analyse, and visualize the data recorded. This may not be al-
ways affordable for smaller independent game studios, as they require specialized
equipment and expertise. Maintaining a strict budget, avoiding unneeded costs,
resources, and tools is a common challenge for small indie studios. An effective
testing method at the lowest possible cost will need to be implemented for these
teams. An effective playtesting approach for these studios should be delivered
quickly while remaining accessible and affordable.
The primary GUR methods used in this chapter are: observation, think-aloud,
heuristic evaluation, questionnaires, interviews and focus groups, and telemetry.
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Additionally I took inspiration from RITE, UCD and FTUE approaches to combine
and create a approach specifically for indies. For more detailed descriptions of
aforementioned methods, see Chapter 2.
3.3.2 Partnering with Execution Labs
With the recent proliferation of free-to-use, professional-quality development tools
(such as the Unity Engine), crowdsourced fundraising (such as Kickstarter and In-
diegogo), and the ascendency of digital distribution platforms (such as Apple’s
App Store or Valve Corporation’s Steam), indie digital game developers are emerg-
ing on an unprecedented scale [5]. With the rise of these platforms and services,
the game industry’s overwhelming barriers to entry are becoming increasingly
penetrable.
In an effort to work with game developers, a collaboration5 was formed with
Execution Labs (XL). In offering game developers funding, mentorship, playtest-
ing sessions, analytics services, production assistance, and access to industry net-
works as well as a bustling indie community, XL’s goal is to foster an environment
in which indie start-ups can grow into stable, self-sustaining studios. XL aims to
assist indie developers get their studios off the ground [5]. XL began as an in-
cubator with two main programs of (1) accelerating start-up game development
projects and (2) a finishing fund to assist the completion of game development
projects. Through the lifetime of this thesis, XL has evolved into a funding body
that invests in small to mid-sized developers in exchange for studio equity.
Other similar incubators exist such as the Hong Kong Science and Technology
Park (HKSTP)6 and the Gothia Science Park7 in Sweden where the famous Goat
5 The collaboration between XL and UOIT was formed through Dr. Pejman Mirza-Babaei. Dr. Mirza-
Babaei is the User Research Director providing actionable game feedback to XL studios through
conducting and analysing playtests. See: http://www.executionlabs.com/who-we-are/
6 See: http://www.hkstp.org/en-US/Homepage.aspx
7 See: http://www.gsp.se/en/about-gsp
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Simulator8 was developed. We partnered with XL since they purely focus on game
development projects. Part of our collaboration included the development of a
cost effective playtesting lab to conduct playtesting sessions in.
This section explores conducting playtest sessions on six games by independent
game development teams. These studies showcase the application of inexpensive
playtesting methods, noting the adaptation and contributions of each method to
the development process for indie developers. In addition, exploring the needs
requirements for user testing with indie teams was helpful in understanding how
to effectively measure the player experience for a variety of different games. Since
many of the XL games were early in development the majority of games only had
playable demo’s of their core gameplay experience. For this reason focusing on
FTUE was an effective approach since it was applicable to every team. The part-
nership was mutually beneficial where development teams were able to evaluate
their games, and the exploration provided an avenue to prototype early versions
of GURB with actual games in development.
3.3.3 Playtest Lab
The challenge for indie developers is selecting an effective testing methodology
that is fast, simple, and affordable to setup. Since the playtesting space (see Figure
6 and 7) is shared by many teams, timeliness is important for this to be feasible.
The expenses for running the test must be low in order to allow the team to run
several testing and improvement cycles.
The lab was equipped an adjustable webcam set up to record the participant in-
teracting with the platform (mobile device, controller, keyboard etc.) and a micro-
phone to record participant comments while their gameplay was recorded using
an HD game capture device. Observers could view the playtest from a separate
room behind a room divider (See Figure 7) ensuring not to disturb the player.
8 See: http://coffeestainstudios.com/games/goat-simulator
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Figure 6: User testing lab PC Setup
Figure 7: Observation Room
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Playtest session lengths were about an hour on average as shown in Table 5.
The first half was dedicated to gameplay and the latter half was dedicated to a
semi-structured interview. To find issues experienced by players, we record ob-
servational data from gameplay and conduct a semi-structured interview. In the
interview we asked questions that were specific to each game, which might focus
on particular areas of developer interest.
3.3.4 Game Case Studies
In the following sections, each game is briefly explained, followed by a summary
of the playtest setup and the main feedback received from the test. Differing stu-
dios expressed diverse motivations and responses to user testing.
The first three games (A, B and C) were in the early stage of development
during the time of testing. The developers from Game A were more focused on
developing content for their Kickstarter. The developers of Game B were focused
on ensuring that their core gameplay was solid. Lastly, the developers from Game
C wanted to ensure that their platforming levels were not overly frustrating for
the player.
The next three games were in the polishing stage of development, preparing
for a commercial release. For these games we focused more on preparing detailed
reports highlighting issues as opposed to gaining feedback on the developers’
reception to playtesting. Game D was a card collection game using gameplay
journals as a method for testing longer experiences and retention. Game E was a
multiplayer only top-down shooter with several characters to choose from where
we focused on evaluating menus. Lastly, Game F is a unique platformer that uti-
lized the PS4 touchpad as an interaction method where we focused on evaluating
appreciation and balance.































































Table 5: Games tested at Execution Labs.
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3.3.4.1 Game A: 3D Split Screen RPG
The first game was a 3D split-screen exploration and survival role-playing game
(RPG). The game was designed for players to naturally assume roles of Tank and
Support using the items and abilities provided. Generally the role of the Tank
is to act as a sponge for taking damage and the role of Support is to assist the
other roles using power-ups. The goal for these developers was to prepare for
an upcoming Kickstarter campaign under the guidance of the specialists at the
incubator.
The developers’ goals for the user test were to evaluate controls, ensuring play-
ers fit into their role, and how players felt about the co-op mechanics. The user test
involved both players sharing the screen using Xbox 360 controllers to complete
a demo level. Players were required to reach the end of the dungeon within the
time frame or play for 30 minutes for the user test to be completed. Both players
were interviewed simultaneously after the test.
When presented with test results, the developers had acknowledged that all
issues required fixing. They also expressed interest in conducting further testing,
however, they indicated that the majority of future efforts would be focused on
content generation, to secure crowdsourced funding. It was interesting to see that
in the interest of acquiring funding or publicity, some developers may not view
user testing as high-priority. The developer’s interests in developing more content
instead of improving their existing prototype highlights that the testing may not
be worth the time taken in relation to the development of assets.
3.3.4.2 Game B: Facebook 2D Multiplayer Game
The second game is a Facebook 2D multiplayer brawler where the player can
switch between three characters with a rock-paper-scissors style circular relation-
ship. The developer’s goals for the user tests were to explore how participants
received the overall concept of the game and the controls.
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Through the initial playtest results the team was motivated to conduct future
tests while making immediate changes to their build before their next playtest.
The developers were inherently interested in player comments regarding con-
trols, balance, and the game overall. They had a polished prototype that put them
in a good position to test the game frequently and make iterative changes. Addi-
tionally, since the game was already on Facebook, it allowed us to test with much
larger groups simultaneously, providing more data in a shorter time frame. To
improve the approach, developers were advised to include online builds of their
game that we can push to larger groups. Having easy access to the latest build
definitely increased the speed of setting up and conducting tests in multiple loca-
tions (such as a remote usability or appreciation test).
3.3.4.3 Game C: Hardcore Mobile Platformer
The next case focused on a hardcore mobile side-scrolling platformer and survival
game for the iPhone and iPad. The design intent was for players to fail several
times and restart from the beginning of the level to learn from their mistakes.
When presented with the report, the team expressed interest in planning more
rounds of playtesting to evaluate the resolution of identified issues while testing
other levels for balancing purposes and on controls, UI, and feedback. This game
is another example of a success where the team successfully integrated playtesting
results in their development cycle. The team went on to conduct a future user test
to evaluate four additional levels.
The developers designated one member of the team to be the main point of
contact for everything related to user testing their game. This made it very easy
to communicate the requirements for the test to the developers in terms of build
requirements, player profile, and key player experience goals. Additionally, the
one member attended all the tests and was able to see the improvement of the
game through the iterative playtests. This helped convince the development team
to hold future playtests as the team was motivated on the effectiveness of the
tests.
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3.3.4.4 Game D: Card Collecting Game
The next case focused on a card collection game where the player strategically
built a deck of cards to engage in one-on-one battles. The game board is a 3 by 2
grid where each player can place up to three cards in a round. The goal was to
place a better card opposite to the enemy to win the battle. The three elements in
the game provided a similar rock-paper-scissors style of competition where water
beats fire, fire beats earth and earth beats water.
Game D was in a more polished state to support a user diary approach to
playtesting. To make use of telemetry tools of tracking player variables, we found
four participants who enjoyed card collection games to participate in the study.
The focus was on evaluating retention, FTUE, and the interface.
I felt that a user diary approach was the best method to evaluate this game to
allow users the freedom of picking when to play. This was the most effective way
to measure retention and evaluate how the user felt about the game playing it at
their own comfort.
3.3.4.5 Game E: Top-Down Shooter
The penultimate case was a multiplayer top-down western style shooter. The
game provides multiple character classes known as outlaws each with different
stats for: damage, fire rate, stamina, range, speed, health, and character abilities.
The developers were interested in learning about their game interface flow and
more specifically, to determine whether the players understood their menus. The
developers also wanted to evaluate their tutorial and FTUE.
Four players were selected to experience the tutorial level for the start of the
playtest. Teams of two were formed and each team played against the other for
about an hour. Teams were mixed after each round was completed. After playing
the game for an hour, all four participants were asked about their thoughts in
a focus group setting. Four observers also took notes for each player during the
playtest while also interviewing each participant individually.
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The focus group approach was used since multiple players were brought in
simultaneously with four expert observers to ensure the focus group ran smoothly.
The method was effective at finding salient comments from all players regarding
their experience.
3.3.4.6 Game F: Platformer
The final case foucsed on a hardcore platformer where the player controlled two
character simultaneously to navigate through platforming puzzles. The game also
utilized a PS4 touchpad to directly interact with items in the game. The touchpad
was used similarly to a mouse, where the touchpad followed a one-to-one map-
ping with the screen.
The developers were interested in evaluating the entire player experience to un-
derstand players reception to balancing and difficulty. Eight players individually
played through the four playable worlds of the game totalling about four hours
of play time. The gameplay sessions were broken down into two sessions, where
the first session took place over two hours in the first two worlds. After the first
session was completed, users were given a semi-structured interview based on
questions from the developer. After the break, the playtest continued for the last
two worlds. After the player completed the last session, another semi-structured
interview was conducted based on questions from the developer.
This game used a formal mixed approach where observations, interview, and
telemetry methods were used. Game F was at a later stage of development where
it benefited from having telemetry allowing the researchers to provide heatmaps
of each player experience. In addition, it was effective combining the heatmaps
with context from the interviews and observations providing a detailed expla-
nation of the player experience. The mixed method approach provided multiple
sources of data of the player experience providing an accurate communication of
the results from the playtest to the developers.
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3.3.4.7 Discussion Game Case Studies
Exploring six different game case studies provided insight into the development
of various games in different stages. The first three games (A, B, and C) were at
earlier stages of development with a core gameplay experience complete, however
missing a complete game experience (interfaces, levels, final art etc.). The last
three games (D, E, and F) were closer to the end of development where they had
relatively polished games. Games A, B, C, and E were shorter tests that focused
on highlighting major usability problems that impacted the understanding of the
game. Games D and E were longer tests that also looked at player appreciation.
Games B, D and F tracked telemetry that we also used to provide additional
insight when discussing issues.
Most of the games tested at Execution Labs focused on FTUE because of the
relevance of the approach to the needs of the indie developers. Observation and
interviews are very affordable which is why they were the main methods used.
These methods are also easy to conduct iteratively with minimal modification
to the approach. FTUE method does not require large groups of participants to
gain actionable data. Utilizing smaller samples and focusing on iterative playtests
saves on compensating large groups of participants. For Case C, Round 3 of test-
ing, an online version of the game was posted for a group of 60 to play. These
users were aware that telemetry data was recorded from the session. Utilizing
60 simultaneous participants using their own hardware was an effective way of
obtaining a large amount of telemetry data in a short time frame.
The main takeaways learned while evaluating the games in the case studies
are: (1) a good approach needs to be cost-effective for indie development, (2) help
developers to be receptive and motivated to continue user testing, and (3) the
approach should be easily integrated in short development cycles. The approach
was evaluated using the seven categories identified by Fulton et al. [25]. The cat-
egories represent an evaluation framework to conduct GUR studies with a focus
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on formative evaluation which are: representative, accurate, specific, timely, cost-
effective, actionable, and motivational.
It is important for the participants and methods used in to effectively repre-
sent the testing needs and outcomes. If the participants selected do not effectively
represent the developers target audience, then the findings cannot be confidently
applied to the game. We worked closely with the developers when recruiting par-
ticipants to ensure the player profile matches the games target persona. However,
one area of future improvement could be providing more detailed workshops in
developing a target persona. If teams could independently develop persona’s for
their games, they will have an easier time finding representative participants for
their user tests.
Data must also be specific enough to yield the identification of actionable is-
sues. The precision of recorded observational data allows developers to examine
user behaviour as a complete sequence of moments in time. Additionally, when
probing during interviews, developers can ask specific questions about the game
that would be cumbersome to include in a questionnaire or survey.
To improve upon the accuracy and specificity of the data collected, more work
can be put into developing playtest tools. A possible application would effectively
combine audio/video recordings from the user and gameplay in a single screen
layout. This can be extended to display in-game metrics and level progression
events. For example, instead of manually going through separate video files, a de-
veloper could open the application and browse through critical gameplay events
like player deaths, and the application would load the observational data from
those game events. A potential application would also decrease the amount of
time for overall observational analysis through effective filtering.
One of the most important criteria for independent game studios on a short
development cycle is the timeliness of the entire research process. The rate of
development at independent and AAA teams is so fast, that it is important to test
with the latest stable build that changes on a weekly basis. We aimed to meet the
criteria for delivering timely results, within a week or between major milestones.
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Independent studios may have different time requirements when compared with
AAA developers, which often manage a multitude of titles simultaneously. In-
dependent studios may define milestones for having aspects of the game ready
for an upcoming Kickstarter launch or an important publisher meeting to secure
funding. This was one of the major takeaways from Game A, where the developers
devoted their resources to preparing more content for their Kickstarter campaign,
instead of polishing the user experience.
The penultimate criterion for an effective GUR technique is its action-ability
for the development team. We focus on finding problems related to FTUE for
independent teams in the pre-production stage of development. These developers
are looking for issues related to major features that require more work or must
be eliminated before they reach final production. Interview questions such as: If
you could change or keep one thing in the game what would you change? help to find
memorable moments or main frustrations with the game based on subjective data.
In accordance with the objective recordings, developers can effectively identify
major issues that require immediate action.
The last criterion is the method’s ability to motivate and persuade the team to
take meaningful actions regarding issues revealed in testing. We tried to involve
developers throughout all stages of the preparation and testing processes, so that
they can observe the participant experience first hand. This provides a meaningful
context for the developers to locate issues and think of solutions in real time with
less support from a researcher to guide them. We aimed to empower indie devel-
opers in recruiting through the data collection process to intrinsically motivate
designers to perform iterative testing. Additionally, when developers are present
during playtests and directly witness players’ experiences, they become more mo-
tivated to fix issues immediately and note what players enjoyed to provide similar
experiences in the future.
Different studios expressed diverse motivations and responses to user testing.
The exploration with three indie studies contributes to the initial understanding of
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challenges when evaluating indie games. The following inspire the development
of the GURB to tackle the following challenges:
1. The approach needs to fit within an indie timeline, budget, resources, and
tools;
2. The GUR approach needs to align with the developers immediate goals
(such as: securing funding, validating controls, polish for publisher deliv-
erable), long term goals (creating a better game), and be integrated easily in
indie development;
3. Approach needs to highlight iterative growth between each test to motivate
developers to continue testing.
The GURB needs to be cost effective to fit within an indie budget while also not
taking too much time to create by using existing tools indie’s are already using
such as spreadsheets. In order for the GURB to be integrated easily into indie
development it needs to focus on aligning with developers goals by providing
relevant feedback to help make informed decisions on immediate and long term
problems. Lastly, the GURB needs to communicate key information that promotes
iterative growth to ensure indie’s consistently evaluate their experience highlight-
ing issues.
3.4 summary chapter 3
This chapter explored methods for identifying design intent, measuring player
experience and communication with developers. The MDA and RGD approaches
were insightful in understanding design methodologies which are used in the
development of the design intention. Understanding how the design intention is
developed is key for the GURB in order to design parameters for communicating
it. The chapter explored several methods for evaluating indie games in develop-
ment such as observation, interview and telemetry. Understanding what data is
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important to be measured and tracked is also important when designing com-
ponents for evaluating within the GURB. The partnership with XL was helpful
in providing the avenue to communicate with indie developers to understand
problems they face in development and how GURB can assist them. A key find-
ing was that the playtesting approach needs to align with developers immediate
needs, customizing the user test to evaluate what they are currently struggling
with. Ultimately the results should be communicated in a way to help the devel-
opers make informed decisions on how they should approach solutions to issues.
The next chapter will explore the development of the GURB tool.
4
G A M E S U S E R R E S E A R C H B L U E P R I N T ( G U R B )
The diversity in game development can cause communication inconsistencies,
particularly between those involved from different disciplines. Games user re-
searchers need to communicate issues in the player experience with different dis-
ciplines. They also aim to capture and use data about players to facilitate game
design and compare player behaviour against designer-intended behavioural re-
sponses. Tools that can support this comparison and help ease collaboration be-
tween disciplines to unambiguously communicate the design intent are either
non-existent or limited to one of those functionalities. To address this, a game
production approach called Blueprint has been adopted. Some game development
studios have been using Blueprint to plan and communicate the game design in-
tent (similar to a game design document). However, the goal in this chapter is
to advance this approach and build a tool for communicating and reporting user
research data.
This chapter reports the adaptation of Blueprint for games user research to
be later evaluated through interviews with professional developers. I developed
three prototypes with the goal of presenting them to professional game develop-
ers within an interview setting where the strengths and weaknesses of the tool
were discussed. Chapter 5 focuses on the evaluation resulting in eight categories
that influence improvement of the versions described in this chapter. These cate-
gories influenced the design of the fourth prototype which will be discussed in
Chapter 6.
GUR is a area of generating design-changing insights from video game players.
GUR professionals apply evaluation methods from HCI to games to communicate
design effects of a game clearly to its developers. However, game development
teams consist of interdisciplinary setups, where artists, developers, and business
managers need to all understand rationales for a games design changes. As dis-
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cussed in Chapter 3, this can be particularly challenging for indies, who might not
have a dedicated GUR team to help them evaluate their game. As a game is de-
veloped and the player experience in the game is tested, all parts of a game come
under scrutiny (e.g., art/sound/media assets, design items and balancing issues,
production pipelines, and narrative). Many teams are already using some form
of spreadsheet to keep track of different areas and content in their games, specif-
ically game designers and writers [4, 9]. Through this, they can communicate
changes differently to the different disciplines in their development team. How-
ever, an evaluation driven approach for helping the different game development
disciplines to communicate with one another is currently missing. Team commu-
nication software like Slack might fill the gap for some developers, but it lacks the
structure and comprehension that developers usually find in their spreadsheets.
GURB is a spreadsheet-based tool that is a quick and inexpensive way to eval-
uate and communicate user research results to game development teams. Within
GUR, processes are generally used to define each step of the research from the
first contact with developers past the delivery of the playtest results. A big part
of the process is understanding the game and inherently the design intent. Com-
paring the design intent to what actually occurred in the playtest can be useful
for highlighting issues and communicating results with context. Unfortunately,
gathering the design intent is a challenging task as there is no available general
framework to complete this task. Traditionally, designers use a variety of different
documents such as game design documents (GDD). However GDD’s are not ef-
fective at measuring and comparing data as they are often text-heavy, in the form
of detailed reports. On the other hand, game developers are using more modu-
lar platforms such as spreadsheets and flowcharts as they are more effective in
highlighting and visualizing key data points or comparing values with built in
functions [76].
This thesis adapts Blueprint for GUR because it is a familiar tool that has been
used in the industry before in alternate formats from personal experience. Previ-
ous research has shown that a tool is generally more effective if people have used
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it before [82]. Excel is a widely available and cost-effective spreadsheet environ-
ment that is used in many industries and schools globally. Additionally, there are
several free alternatives including Google Sheets and Libre Office that developers
can utilize.
Communication can be ambiguous due to the diverse nature of game develop-
ment, as different fields try and gain information to complete their development
tasks. The key feature of the GURB tool is that a designer can communicate their
design intention and a user researcher can use the same document to compare
playtest results to the intention.
4.1 use of documents & spreadsheets in gur & game development
Game development is a multidisciplinary field bringing together artists, design-
ers, programmers, audio specialists and many more. A current issue is provid-
ing unambiguous communication between each discipline. For example, concept
artists do not always require a lot of specific detail to create art, just themes and
characters they need to include in their artistic exploration. Gameplay program-
mers require a lot of specific detail regarding dimensions, variable types and
other values to implement game mechanics. While the information requirements
for artists and programmers are different to complete their development tasks,
both still need to understand what the game designer’s idea or design intent is
in order to know why they are completing their tasks. Each discipline needs to
understand what the design intent is detailed by the game designer to ensure
they understand the player experience. It is key to ensure that the design intent
is communicated unambiguously to each discipline so when each complete their
development tasks, they support the player experience.
Depending on the style and preference of the development team, a variety of
documentation can be used to communicate design intention. Some studios that
follow a more formal process of utilizing initial concept documents to fully de-
tailed GDDs and production documents focusing on implementing design based
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on budgets [23]. The usefulness of GDDs has come under question since they
can often be rigid and out of date, making them hard to update often filled with
information that is no longer relevant [79]. A major criticism to GDDs is that
few members of the development team actually read the whole document [79].
Some designers have created alternative versions of GDDs such as the one page
GDD, illustrated GDD, slide shows, flowcharts, and wall-sized production posters
[45, 68]. While GDDs are effective at communicating the overall design in great
detail, many of them are hard to read and are too rigid to be used effectively
throughout development. GDDs are often made by designers, for other members
of the design team requiring other disciplines of the team to hunt for relevant in-
formation through the detailed pages. There is a need for a modular design tool
that can communicate the design intent and can be compared in the same suite to
an actual measured player experience (often captured during playtesting).
Spreadsheets have been popular tools used in game development and other
fields because of their powerful built in data manipulation tools like the use of
formulas, sorting, filtering, graphs, and visualizations. Common uses of spread-
sheets in design use functions for random numbers and equations, looking up
and referencing values, formatting and using pivot tables [4]. More advanced
tools such as the Solver in Excel allow for automated data driven insights to op-
timize certain variables in game economies [76, 84, 85]. Writers have also used
spreadsheets to describe and organise dialogue sequences in contextual and use-
ful parameters (actor, cue, location, area, effect, filename etc.) to assist in the im-
plementation [9]. Some designers have also used the sorting and filtering features
to navigate large spreadsheets of game focused YouTube channels to find the best
one to cover their game [91].
Traditional documentation in the form of sequential reports might not be the
most effective form of communication for game developers. Since the game is
consistently changing throughout the course of the development, any design doc-
ument would be a detailed breakdown of a obsolete version of the experience.
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Programmers use version control software such as Git1, Perforce2 and, Bitbucket3
to organise different branching versions of an application in development. Ver-
sion control software is effective when multiple users working on a project where
individuals can segment specific files being used and individually edit and com-
ment on changes using the version control software. Programmers and designers
are also more recently using Wiki approaches to document game design specifica-
tions and to share ideas [70]. Wiki’s are a cheaper solution for allowing multiple
collaborators simultaneously which can be effective for indie developers.
Based on understanding that (1) there is difficulty in communicating design in-
tent across the multidisciplinary field of game development, (2) the FTUE, which
is a constantly changing experience, is essential in game evaluation, and (3) there
is an inherent difficulty for independent game studios to start performing GUR,
this thesis proposes the tool solution named GURB to tackle these three obstacles.
GURB is a template in a spreadsheet broken down into visual chunks to help
improve readability. The goal of the GURB is to assist a designer and researcher to
capture the design intent for the FTUE. The initial version (See Figure 9) of GURB
is broken down into discipline-specific rows such as: art, story, experience and
gameplay. The columns are parts of a larger level where each row add information
about that part that each discipline is responsible for.
Similar versions of Blueprint have been used in the games industry prior to this
thesis. The version of Blueprint often used in industry is similar to the one seen in
Figure 9. Blueprint has been used as a tool to help level designers communicate
their ideas. Additionally, they resembled very basic templates that were set up for
level design data entry with no formal academic foundation. This thesis intends
to modify a tool that has previously been used for communicating level design in
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Figure 8: GURB design cycle
To better understand the communication needs of different developers I devel-
oped three new prototypes of GURB. GURB will be later evaluated (see Figure
8 for the design cycle of GURB) in a set of developer interviews (Chapter 5) to
gather feedback on how to adopt future prototypes of GURB into tools for user re-
searchers (Chapter 6). The following subsections describe the different prototypes
created.
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4.2 iterations of gurb
This section will describe the first three versions of GURB highlighting important
elements that influenced the design of GURB version 4 (discussed in Chapter 6).
Each iteration was later shown to ten professionals in the industry and were asked
about the strengths and weaknesses of each version.
Versions of the GURB were prototyped through internal testing in the game
case studies highlighted in the previous chapter. When playtesting games A through
F, the following versions of GURB were prototyped:
4.2.1 GURB Version 1.0
The first prototype of GURB describes each discipline’s contribution in rows,
where the columns represent parts of the level. Rows are given basic descriptions
similar to timing and objectives to classify their purpose. Rows are then chunked
into art, story, experience, and gameplay sections to improve readability. This ver-
sion is the most common representation of Blueprint used in industry. A decision
to design GURB version 1 (V1) to have essential information for communicating
the design intent for a game based on the MDA framework and RGD principles.
Keeping V1 minimal was intentional for the purposes of not overwhelming the
participants of the interview with lots of data. For the purposes of the evaluation,
Figure 10 shows an example of a filled GURB V1 based on a level in the game
Super Mario 64.
Each section is defined into further subsections to provide more detail to de-
scribe in more detail a part of a level. The art section has a place for the designer
to place an image or storyboard picture. The art section includes location in the
game world, colour, palette and style. Story has information about the charac-
ter’s mindset, mood and key progression notes. Experience highlights specific
emotions the designer can highlight they want the user to feel. It has areas to
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Figure 9: GURB Version 1
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Figure 10: GURB Version 1 with Mario 64 example
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highlight memorable moments for the player that are different from the story.
Gameplay has sections for the type of gameplay segment tested, key learning
notes and level design specifications. V1 was populated with help text to provide
guidance on how to effectively fill out the spreadsheet. The help text can be seen
in (See Figure 9).
V1 lacked useful visuals to help communicate data at a quick glance. V1 is effec-
tive when functioning as the basis of a level or area as a starting point. Through
internal testing, a method to visually show numeric data was prototyped for the
second version (V2), (See Figure 11). Additionally, to help push GURB to be used
as a tool for user researchers, the development of a playtest section was proto-
typed. Internal testing also resulted in the modification of the layout for future
versions.
4.2.2 GURB Version 2.0
The two major additions in V2 are the playtesting section and a curve to showcase
intensity rather than concrete values. The curve is drawn using Excel’s built-in
Doodle tool for drawing free-form lines. This was done to compare having numeric
representations from V1 to more visual representations of data in V2. Bioshock
(2007) was used as an example in order to gather and show the data seen in V2.
The intensity curve is not designed to be a exact representation of the player ex-
perience, but an exaggeration of specific areas in the in order to highlight notable
high and low moments at a glance. This also provides the opportunity to allow
players to draw their own curve after playing an experience to compare it to a
design intended curve.
The goal with V2 was to make GURB easier to read at a glance to highlight key
goals in a level. Those goals could then be used to compare designed values with
actual values measured in a playtest. For example, a designer can highlight how
long the player should spend in a certain part, which can be measured during
a playtest and compared to the designed value. This basis of testing can build
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Figure 11: GURB Version 2 with Bioshock example as sample data
the foundation of pacing and difficulty for a games’ FTUE (See Figure 11). The
playtest section automatically calculates averages based on how many participant
data is added underneath. Each playtest participant has its own section highlight-
ing timing, number of attempts or deaths, blockers and notes. Timing and number
of attempts are tracked since they are easy to compare to the design intent for tim-
ing and attempts estimated. Additionally, with the games tested in the previous
chapter, timing and attempts were the most common tracked goals. Blockers high-
light a cell in red when any data is entered to bring more attention to the cell.
The playtest section provided an avenue to compare the level’s intended design
with the measured player experience. The addition of a intensity curve within
the cell to represent numeric values made it easy to highlight "high" and "low"
moments at a quick glance.
Adding more parts to the spreadsheet increased the need to scroll horizontally
which made navigation an issue. A benefit of V2 is the ability to compare a large
amount of data in a single screen. To add more features to promote Blueprint as
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Figure 12: GURB Version 3
a user research tool, more detail was placed in the playtest section for the third
version (V3).
4.2.3 GURB Version 3.0
The main differences between V2 and V3 is the transposed layout and the addi-
tion of conditional formatting. While conducting a playtest for an indie game in
development (Chapter 3.3.4.6) V2 was utilized to represent the FTUE and entered
playtesting data seen in Figure 12. When using V2, it was cumbersome to enter
playtesting data while scrolling horizontally and a possible solution would be
transposing the layout to hopefully increase the efficiency. When the entire first
hour of the experience was entered in the spreadsheet it resulted in 34 columns of
areas requiring evaluation. This version was effective for taking observation notes
during the playtest due to having the contextual information from the level above
the playtesting notes to keep the observer on track.
Transposing the layout made it easier to add more levels for a longer FTUE
however comparing different levels became harder to do with the new layout.
Additionally, the new layout removed the ability of using curves to represent data
where V3 focused on concrete variables like V1.
Conditional formatting would automatically highlight values in the playtest
section that did not match the designed values. In the prototype, timing was used
as a comparison. If the measured time in the playtest column did not match with
the timing column, the values would be highlighted in red.
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V3 showcases the transposed layout with several columns of data similar to V2.
However, the playtest sections for V3 are more detailed than V2. This emphasizes
that the data entered will be used to evaluate in a future playtest. V3 uses the
randomized data and conditional formatting functions to compare values in the
playtest section to values in other sections. The easiest and most common data
to compare is the difference between intended time spent in a level versus the
measured average time spent in a level. The purpose of V3 is to automatically
highlight data where the measured player experience differed from the design
intention.
4.3 discussion chapter 4
This chapter focused the need for understanding the tools of Games User Re-
searchers (GURs) in an industry setting is an important problem, and the heavily-
multidisciplinary environment provides a useful lens for understanding broad
HCI issues of group dynamics and collaboration. The exploration described dif-
ferent styles of design documents while highlighting an issue of their rigidity.
In order to find less rigid forms of documenting design intention, the use of
spreadsheets were explored. GDDs need to be written in a format to enable user
researchers to communicate results of evaluation within the context of game de-
signs. Combining the plan for intended designs with the actual measured experi-
ence can lead to interesting insights. Blueprint is a stepping stone in an investiga-
tion into this problem. We discussed three prototypes developed through industry
collaborations and playtesting actual game development titles.
The goal of the GURB is to be used as a tool for user researchers to assist in the
evaluation of a games FTUE. The tool focuses on improving the communication
and evaluation of the games design intent for multiple disciplines. This thesis
focuses specifically on FTUE because of its importance and volatility in the overall
game experience as previous researchers have specifically mentioned the first hour
as critical and influential on continuing play [11]. Additionally, several games will
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have some sort of a FTUE where they are required to learn the core mechanisms
and rules required to complete the remainder of the game. The last goal of GURB
was to provide a cost effective tool to assist indie developers in performing GUR.
Tools such as Jira4 have been used in software development and game devel-
opment to keep track of issues and visually track changes. However these tools
are strongly geared toward more technical disciplines and focus on bugs in code
as opposed to UX issues. Newer UX focused tools such as UX Assist5 aim to vi-
sualise workflows using cards, however these tools are generally geared toward
productivity applications and are not ideal for game development projects. GURB
is a lower cost alternative that aims to provide a solution that the other platforms
are unable to.
Additionally, traditional playtesting approaches in larger studios focus on Us-
ability or Appreciation style tests. Appreciation style can be large scale tests in-
volving between 16-32 people simultaneously over the course of a single or multi-
ple days [42]. Usability tests are usually one-on-one tests with fewer participants
between 6-8 [38]. Most independent studios can’t afford to run large scale appre-
ciation tests frequently throughout development. Large scale tests are expensive
due to compensation of participants, renting or purchasing lab equipment, and
hiring GURs to conduct the test and report on the results. Usability tests are
generally more affordable as they require fewer participants and less specialized
equipment depending on the testing goals. GURB can be used as a tool to em-
power and train independent developers to conduct their own usability tests.
4.3.1 Limitations
GURB is organised in a linear spreadsheet format similar to a timeline. The time-
line format works well for games with a linear progression, however games with
branching paths and open ended areas are not as easily integrated.
4 See: https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
5 See: http://uxassist.com/
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In order to make GURB useful to evaluate a variety of different games’ FTUE,
the format and data parameters have been abstracted to allow users to modify
them based on their own requirements. Due to this, some games might not find
GURB inherently relevant to their own games instinctively. However, GURB V1-
V3 have been designed to be edited and modular enough to format to the users
needs. For games aiming for a more artistic experience, they would be evaluating
different aspects of the experience in comparison to a free-to-play game. GURB
job is to contextualize areas of evaluation with design intent so they are easier
to find and communicate. Further limitations of the GURB tool are described in
Chapter 7.3.
4.4 summary chapter 4
This chapter explored the development of three prototypes of GURB tool aimed
at improving the communication and measurement of the design intention for the
FTUE of a game. A key design goal for GURB is for a designer and user researcher
to use the same tool to identify their design intention, measure playtest results to
compare and communicate both effectively in one document. Spreadsheets have
been a popular type of documentation used in game development because of built
in data manipulation tools and support for macros and plugins.
The development of GURB began with three major versions focusing on high-
lighting the design intent for the FTUE. Through internal testing noticed follow-
ing; Version 1 was simplistic and easy to use, but lacked any insight provided
from the spreadsheet automatically using macros or conditional formatting. It
provided a good template of the big picture for the FTUE. However, we felt it
was restrictive and did not feel modular enough to suit their needs. Version 2
added the playtest section and a visual curve to represent notable "high" and
"low" moments from a self report. Version 3 focused on a transposed layout and
large quantity of data using conditional formatting to highlight major issues.
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So far I have introduced three versions of GURB and discussed the internal
development of the prototypes. The next chapter focuses on evaluating each pro-
totype to gather advantages and disadvantages of each version. The ultimate goal
is to highlight important criteria for communicating GUR results based on differ-
ent discipline requirements. These criteria will be valuable for developing future
prototypes of GURB and for other GUR tools in development.
Part III
S T U D I E S
5
E VA L U AT I N G G U R B V E R S I O N ’ S 1 - 3
In the previous chapter we discussed the development of three different versions
of a tool called GURB. This chapter aims to evaluate each version through con-
ducting ten interviews with professionals in the games industry who have seen
the GURB. The interviews help toward the iterative design and improvement of
the GURB tool. The previous chapter discussed how GURB was iteratively de-
veloped and prototyped through participating in playtests for indie studios. This
chapter will utilize the three versions as a basis for a discussion during the in-
terviews. The goal of the interviews is to better understand the communication
and reporting needs for game developers and how well GURB addresses some of
those concerns.
This chapter first discusses the method of conducting the interviews depicting
a two phase process of conducting the interviews and then a workshop following
a grounded theory approach to coding the interview data. Continuing by describ-
ing findings from the workshop highlighting eight categories for important crite-
ria when communicating GUR results and for improving Blueprint. The chapter
continues with a description regarding how the results are relevant to designers,
producers, user researchers, and artists.
5.1 method : study 1
The evaluation took place in two main phases. Phase one (Chapter 5.1.1) was a
semi-structured interview with ten participants. The interview began by asking
questions about the participants’ thoughts on user testing and test reports. Af-
ter this opening discussion, the GURB prototypes were shown (see Figure 13).
The discussion focused on advantages and disadvantages of the GURB technique
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Figure 13: Study 1 interview protocol
while they were shown the initial three versions. The second phase (Chapter 5.1.2)
was a workshop to categorize the transcribed comments from the ten interviews.
5.1.1 Phase 1 - Semi-structured Interview
Ten professionals within the games industry were recruited and contacted through
past and professional relationships between the myself and other research faculty
at UOIT and University of Waterloo. The ten game development professionals
interviews were as follows:
• P01: Business Intelligence and Metrics (Game Analytics)
• P02: Lead Producer
• P03: Junior Game Designer and Development tester
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• P04: Indie Game Designer
• P05: UX Game Designer
• P06: User Research Moderator
• P07: Producer / Project Manager
• P08: Concept Artist
• P09: Art Director
• P10: Game Designer
Semi-structured interviews were conducted to evaluate the three prototypes to
better understand the needs and requirements of the target users. Ten game devel-
opment professionals with different backgrounds were interviewed. Additionally,
their comments would provide insights that can be implemented in a future ver-
sion.
All professionals were employed in the North American game development in-
dustry and had varied experience from entry positions to over twenty years in
the industry. Each interview took approximately one hour beginning with open-
ing questions about user testing and reporting and moving to different iterations
of GURB, while probing for thoughts about each iteration usefulness and issues.
Audio from the interviews was recorded to be later transcribed by another re-
searcher where the transcriptions will be used in Phase two (Chapter 5.1.2). The
interviews took place both in-person and over video chat (Skype) using screen
share software to show versions of GURB. The breakdown of the ten participants
are: four game designers (P03, P04, P05, P10), two producers (P02 and P07), two
artists (P08 and P09) and two user researchers (P01 and P06). None of the inter-
viewees had seen the GURB prototypes before.
The interview began by asking questions about each participant’s background
and their user testing knowledge. The questions were designed to help ease the
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participants into the interview process and gain an understanding of their fa-
miliarity with specific user tests and related tools for reporting and conducting
playtests. Examples of questions used and the full protocol of Study 1 in Appendix
B.
5.1.1.1 GURB Evaluation
The GURB evaluation was broken down into ten stages (seen in Figure 13) show-
casing each individual prototype version described in the previous chapter (see
Chapter ). V1 was broken into four stages, V2 into two stages, V3 into three and
the final stage for closing comments about GURB overall (see Appendix B.3 for
a detailed breakdown of each stage). The purpose of breaking each version into
multiple stages was to provide more opportunities for comments from the par-
ticipants. A pilot test was conducted with four participants only using one stage
for each version since I was not satisfied with the duration of the interview and
the amount of comments received. I felt that introducing GURB in smaller stages
would extend the duration of the interview and provide more opportunities for
comments.
The evaluation began with a series of general initial questions about GURB
such as: Are you aware of GURB? What do you know of this tool? What comes to
mind when you think of it?. After the opening discussion we showed them the first
prototype and discussed the advantages and disadvantages of this technique for
each prototype. The next paragraph describes how each version was shown and
evaluated.
Participants were shown V1 in four different stages. The first and second stage
of V1 look similar to what is seen in Figure 9 although the story, experience, and
gameplay sections were hidden. The third stage added the remaining sections that
were hidden in the first stage. The fourth stage filled in the prototype used in the
previous stage with an example from the game, Super Mario 64, specifically the
first level, Bob-omb Battlefield seen in Figure 10. The purpose of breaking down
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V1 into different stages is to slowly introduce the tool while allowing for more
opportunities for comments from the interview participants.
Similar to V1, V2 was shown in two different stages. The first stage had the
playtest section seen in Figure 11 and the second stage looked similar to V3. Lastly,
V3 was shown in three different stages. The first stage was similar to Figure 12
showcasing a different transposed layout. The second stage focused on showing
the more detailed playtesting section. The last stage had conditional formatting
that would automatically highlight discrepancies in red.
The final stage of the interview asked for any closing comments about GURB
overall before debriefing. The audio from each interview was recorded and tran-
scribed for the phase two of the study.
5.1.2 Phase 2 - Categorization
Once all interviews had been conducted, the audio from each interview was tran-
scribed by another researcher who did not participate in the interview and was
familiar with the GURB. The transcribed data from each participant was broken
down into ten stages, each theoretically resulting in 100 comments from the ten
participant interviews. Each comment was tagged with the one of ten colours
for each participant (eg: Version 1.0: P01- comment or Closing Notes: P02- comment).
Each comment was cut into individual pieces of paper for the workshop.
The coding was divided into three phases suggested by Strauss and Corbin
namely, open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. Over time these three
phases have become widely accepted practises for coding in grounded theory
methodologies [39]. Strauss and Corbin describe open coding as a procedure
where "the data are broken down into discrete parts, closely examined, compared for
similarities and differences, and questions are asked about the phenomena reflected in the
data" [77]. Axial coding according to Strauss, consists of "intense analysis done
around one category [i.e., variable] at a time, in terms of paradigm items (condi-
tions, consequences, and so forth)" [78]. The final phase of selective coding entails
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Figure 14: Workshop: Results from open coding
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the identification of a core variable [39]. The core variable, according to Strauss
and Corbin, is a variable that has "analytic power" because of "its ability to pull the
other categories [variables] together to form an explanatory whole."[77]
The workshop used five HCI researchers that followed a coding style approach
that is similar to grounded theory [77]. The first hour of the workshop had indi-
viduals read through comments and place each comment under a larger category
in an open coding approach seen in Figure 14. The categories were created using
sticky notes that the researchers were able to derive from the individually cut
comments. Once the majority of the comments were placed under a category the
remainder of the workshop focused on polishing the existing categories combin-
ing and refining each following an axial coding approach [77]. After the coding
workshop was completed the categories and related quotes were collected and
and entered in a spreadsheet for easier management (seen in Figure 15). The last
stage involved further iterative refinement of the categories using the spreadsheet
and two HCI researchers following a selective coding approach resulting in the
final categories (seen in Figure 16).
5.2 results from study 1
The ten rounds of interviews resulted in 92 individual comments which were con-
densed into eight categories for developer needs. The following are overarching
comments from the interviews broken down into pros and cons for each version:
5.2.0.1 Blueprint Version 1.0: Pros
• Looks non-intimidating and easy to use
• Helps understand the design process (big picture)
• Great for comparing player experience
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Figure 15: Workshop: Results from axial coding in spreadsheet
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5.2.0.2 Blueprint Version 1.0: Cons
• Not all emotions in gameplay section are very useful
• More information about the design intent in terms of feeling
• Lack of parameters on pacing, difficulty and visuals
• AI and UI section for camera controls, audio or music style
• Does not mention production cost or severity and manpower
• Lack of pre-set answers to pick from
5.2.0.3 Blueprint Version 2.0: Pros
• Great for observations, keeps you on track
• Curves are much better then data, easier to read and jumps at you
5.2.0.4 Blueprint Version 2.0: Cons
• Ensure that you are only doing averages for large samples and data is not
misinterpreted
• Needs player comments for why things are happening
• More parameters for detail on player experience
5.2.0.5 Blueprint Version 3.0: Pros
• Likes comparisons between measured experience and intended
• Easier to enter data for larger games
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5.2.0.6 Blueprint Version 3.0: Cons
• Disliked transposed layout, felt that it was too much data and harder to
compare
• Lack of visual information like charts
• Hard to read, need to train designers on how to read it
• Break down objectives into more detail
• Lack of summary page to highlight what is important as opposed to show-
ing all the information
• Does not track fun and excitement
The following 8 categories emerged from the workshop as seen in Figure 14,
below provides details for each:
1. Features
2. Layout and navigation




7. Summary and overview
8. Misc. Issues and Comments
The largest category that formed was of features to add, modify, or remove
to GURB. Participants were divided on the layout of the sections; some claimed
it looked modular and others claimed it was linear. It is important for the tool
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to be modular enough to communicate branching story and design elements for
the variety of options and possible endings. P04 stated: "A good way to keep track
of expected outcomes, and just remind you of original objectives. Built to be very mod-
ular". Participants felt that it was clear and easy to build a linear game using
GURB. Participants liked how the tool communicated the flow of the game; it
was easy to keep track of expected outcomes and remember original objectives.
Participants stressed that showing branching story and design is hard in a single
cell, which promotes linear design. They wanted a method to show branching
paths. P05 stated: "Doesn’t talk about production cost, add severity, production cost in
terms of manpower". Participants had a variety of ideas as to what new sections to
include: music/ambience, artificial intelligence, development section to itemize
features, production cost and man hours, different objectives for mechanics and
story, behaviour, audio style and objectives in more detail (mechanical objective
versus story objectives).
Three following three smaller categories were combined since they are relatively
similar: layout, colours and navigation. Almost every participant commented that
the tool has to be visual to show where sections and levels start and end and pro-
vide hardcore facts about the level. Too much data can be scary and confusing,
the information needs to be condensed into a visual format. P02 stated: "Design-
ers will need to be trained on what the values of the data and how to interpret the data.
Make values easier to read. Why is the data useful and what can it be used for?". Par-
ticipants mentioned the use of alternate colours to code data types and improve
readability and navigation using contrast. Participants also mentioned about be-
ing trained on how to understand values and interpret data. P06 stated: "Average
is not ideal. Confidence intervals. Communicate that to dev team so that everyone un-
derstands confidence intervals/average and make sure that they do not misuse data. Add
notations/comments for clarity and guidance. Less flat out numbers, highlight important
things and add notations/comments". Displaying the data in confidence intervals
rather than averages should help ensure data is not misread and communicated
effectively. Another participant mentioned using colour scales over numbers to
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visually represent numbers. Other participants mentioned representing emotions
as a pie chart to visualize and graph how the player should feel at each point in
the game. Regarding navigation, participants mentioned the timeline layout for
V2 is easier to read and compare data. P05 stated: "Graph/timeline is easier to under-
stand than numbers - jumps out at you - clear. Tidbits of information are really useful".
Participants mentioned if they were dealing with larger levels, the transposed V3
might be useful, since it is easier to scroll vertically then horizontally. The major-
ity of participants disliked V3 stating that the transposed version was difficult to
compare sections and preferred the single screen comparison of V2.
One of the most important categories formed was understanding the design
intent. Many participants mentioned a large advantage of the tool being able to
help plan out the game and see the "big picture". P06 stated: "Good way to plan out
the game and see what the game is missing. Good big picture. Good for early planning
to make sure game is varied enough, enough dramatic elements, good for planning out
timing.". Participants mentioned it is important to understand the backbone of
the game for early planning to gauge variety and time-line events. The tool also
needs to provide the user with the ability to describe the feel of an entire level/ex-
perience to communicate what the player will be doing regarding emotions and
interactions. P07 stated: "Likes the quantifying aspect. Good way of communicating be-
tween departments - art,design,programming all know what mood is supposed to be in the
scene". Participants liked the quantifying aspect of GURB to help communicate be-
tween departments the key points. P09 mentioned: "Likes the addition of the graph,
nice way to visualize the story beats, gameplay. As an artist, could help to understand
design intentions so that art can be tweaked to get the experience as close as possible to the
curve of the graph". The curve in V2 (See Figure 11) was positively mentioned by
participants as it helps in understanding the intended experience, which in turn
gives insight about what needs to be tweaked to help the player achieve it. One
participant (P04) mentioned it would be interesting to have the player draw his
own experience on a curve after and compare it to the intended curve. This com-
parison aspect was well received for the playtest section. Participants liked the
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ability to compare the design intent with the playtest results in the same sheet,
the comparison was contextual and helped validate. Participants also liked that
in V3 data was automatically compared and visualized as well.
Another important category was readability. One important visual aspect is
being able to decipher different sections from one another. The layout should not
be confusing to the reader, ensuring it is clear where sections begin and end. V1
of GURB was well received and most participants felt is was clear to read where
P05 stated: "Variables on the left (easy to read). P05 mentioned that it would be eas-
ier to use if there were preset drop-down menu’s that a user could select and
fill in cells to make it easier to complete the GURB. Additionally, participants
mentioned that displaying data in scales and more visual methods would make
it easier rather than single data variables (eg: 2-4 attempts instead of attempts: 4).
P02 stated: "Make it easy as possible for the designers to read and understand. The more
visual the better - train designers to understand the tool and how they can apply it to the
game". P02 continued to mention that the most important aspect of the tool that
the development team has to be comfortable with using it while it quickly and
manages the data coming out. P02 was interested in why things happened and
what changed, claiming the data should speak for itself. P05 stated: "need a User
Interface inside of excel to train people, and easier to read. Needs to be more streamlined,
easy for the user. Need buttons to help navigate, not just hiding things". Another par-
ticipant mentioned that hiding columns is tedious and the tool needs to manage
and minimize data to only capture what is important. The participant mentioned
the need for a user interface inside of Excel to help navigate the document. The
majority of participants expressed a lot of interest in making the tool as visual as
possible to make it easy for designers to read and understand. Most participants
preferred the layout of GURB to a generic report or game development document.
Another category that was formed was alternate uses. P03 stated: "As an ob-
server of a playtest session - that section makes you pay attention throughout the session".
The participant felt that the tool could be useful for taking notes during a playtest
to jot down player comments during interviews and when they were playing. The
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tool would help keep the observer on track about what is happening and what is
coming next. P02 stated: "Go into depth more - why is player doing what they are doing
(why escape)?". Some participants also liked the ability to ask the developers what
is supposed to happen in the area to include in the GURB. P01 stated: "If you have
multiple players, if one was different, should be able to back and see what happened to
that specific players". One participant was interesting in understanding more about
player profiles and using the results to help highlight player archetypes. Some
participants that were familiar with statistics mentioned teaching best practices
for representing sets of data within GURB. For example, GURB would only show
averages for playtests with over 30 participants to ensure the data is credible.
Another participant mentioned displaying data in confidence intervals to addi-
tionally ensure data will not be misread. P07 stated: "Wants to use it. Will use it
as a centerpiece for discussion, a living document.". One participant wanted to utilize
GURB as a production repository to keep track of development where each cell
would hyperlink to a file in cloud storage to help organise production. Another
participant mentioned the benefit of highlighting problems in GURB which would
direct the user to whom to talk to about fixing the issue.
The progression category encompasses comments about FTUE and pacing as
well. Participants mentioned the tool is helpful for showcasing mechanics as they
are introduced to show complexity and progression. P03 stated: "Would add me-
chanics implemented as they are introduced. Add complexity/challenge (progression). Spe-
cific to games with a narrative". One participant showed interest in plotting pacing
values in a pivot table to visualise this and create partner documents on how to
use and navigate GURB. P07 stated: "Likes the pacing and time, would add a pivot
table/formulas to see what the pacing/timing is like over time. Add a partner document to
understand the language of blueprint". P10 mentioned it would be good for a tutorial,
however it might not be good for a game that teaches you everything upfront and
does not introduce new mechanics later on. P10 felt it was too planned out for a
mobile game, where the majority of design is centred around how long it takes
users to consume content.
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Summary and level overview were also combined into another category. Par-
ticipants felt that there was nothing that led users around the page to guide them
on how to read the document. A summary page would help cater the document
for what is relevant to the user, whether it is the vision of the game or the results
of a playtest. Another participant said that it is dangerous to include, as the de-
signers might just focus only on the summary. Instead, the focus should be on key
takeaways. The majority felt that a summary is still better than a long report to
encourage communication between development and testing teams. P06: stated
"Useful tool for encouraging communications between dev team and testing team - good
for tracking across playtest. Both sides need to commit to updating this spreadsheet. Useful
for testing team to see the design intent as it is often unclear how players should be play-
ing a certain section". Some participants felt that tracking a document like GURB
would be interesting throughout development, however you would require the
support of the design and testing team to update the document. Understanding
the design intent is useful for the testing team since often it is unclear how the
players are intended to play.
One category was created from miscellaneous comments and common issues
from participants. P08 and P09 who had artistic backgrounds, felt that that the
look of GURB was a basic spreadsheet. Some participants also felt there were too
many emotions and it would be tedious to include information for each for every
part in the game. Additionally, some felt that the GURB might be a huge time sink
to gather lots of data and were worried if one thing changes (as it often does in
game development) all the data becomes obsolete. Overall the tool needs to be
visual for more than just designers to use so that others can modify and edit it in
Excel. Several participants felt that the later versions had too much information
and data. Some participants felt that the data were overwhelming, especially the
artists, who felt that they did not require a lot of detail to complete their tasks.
Some participants felt that the data might be useful depending on the game to
help create an itemized list of development features.
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5.3 discussion chapter 5
The previous sections highlighted several pros and cons regarding several proto-
types of the GURB. After evaluating each version, I received 92 comments which
were categorized into eight major themes discussed in the previous section. GURB
has been evaluated as a tool for highlighting important criteria for communicat-
ing design intent to various members of the development team. This discussion
section will be broken down into role specific sections to elaborate how our re-
sults will influence the future development of GURB as an insights tool for user
researchers.
5.3.1 Designers
Designers made up for the largest group of participants and I received several
comments from all four about their opinion of the GURB. All designers found it
useful having their design intent compared to the player experience while auto-
matically highlighting problem areas. One major issue each designer had was the
data required to enter in the GURB. Several felt that the GURB had too much in-
formation for games they are currently developing and filling in each cell would
be tedious and a time sink. One participant stated that the GURB is effective for
the FTUE highlighting the tutorial and areas where players learn. After the FTUE,
several designers stated the most important aspect they track is how long it takes
players to consume content.
Designers and artists suggested future versions of GURB to have more visuals
representing data. Designers generally use tools like Visio, though others prefer
designing using paper. Excel is not as visual as Visio and it can be harder to show
branching flow paths in Excel in comparison to Visio.
During the interview, some designers stated decisions are often made in groups
where several designers collaborate and discuss features in detail. For GURB to
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be useful, it would need to be designed such that it can used by several collabo-
rators. In larger games, there are multiple designers working on smaller features.
The lead designer would have to be comfortable enough with GURB to ensure the
rest of his team utilizes this. One participant mentioned this being an issue similar
to Atomic Design. Atomic design treats game mechanics as well defined, compre-
hensive atomic units [12]. These units can be discussed individually and they can
also be linked together in interesting ways [12]. The participant (P03) stated that
they could create a fully detailed atomic design spreadsheet similar to GURB V3.
However, if the team lead did not follow that technique, the spreadsheet would
never be used and be useless.
5.3.2 Producers
The feedback from producers showed differing viewpoints on using the GURB.
One producer was experienced stating that the tool needs to be comfortable for
the team and quickly and effectively manage data coming in and out. The other
producer wanted to use the GURB as a living document with hyperlinks to ref-
erenced data on cloud storage. Both producers saw GURB as an effective tool to
highlight the big picture and keep the development team communicating and on
the same page. Both commented on the benefit of blueprint for GUR which will
be discussed in the next section.
For future versions of GURB to be beneficial to producers, the prototype needs
to highlight its ability to improve communication and highlight the ’big picture’.
GURB as a tool for communication helps to keep the team on the same page
while containing the design intent and other important sections. The worst case
for a producer would be to have their team not understand the design intent and
develop a fragmented experience.
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5.3.3 User Researchers
User researchers were the not impacted by of having a large sheet of pure data
with little visualization and appreciated how the GURB highlighted informa-
tion they have trouble getting from developers. The main feedback from user
researchers was the format of the data depicted. They were wary about providing
averages and direct data from the playtest results to developers since it might
be misinterpreted and lead developers to false solutions. The most well received
element of GURB was highlighting key goals and improving communication be-
tween the development and testing teams. Our interview results suggest that
GURB could be a tool that is beneficial for user researchers in their day-to-day
tasks.
5.3.4 Artists
The artist participants feedback focused on critiquing the visual design of GURB
highlighting their needs as artists in development. Comments related to colour
coding sections, navigating around the page, visualizing numerical data and read-
ability. Artists in the study preferred data that is represented in graphs or timeline
curves, as opposed to rows of plain data. One participant stated that artists do
not require extremely specific details about the player experience to conduct their
tasks, just general descriptions to create concept art pieces. Additionally, artists
need to understand the general theme, colours and mood which are not as quan-
tifiable as other metrics. The most beneficial aspect for artists is understanding
what needs to be tweaked in the art department to help achieve the player expe-
rience. Stated earlier, the two most important factors that decided whether or not
a developer would use a tool are (a) the quality of its output, and (b) how well
integrated it would be with other tools [37]. Artists value the quality of the output
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as they often use multiple tools such as Photoshop and Maya that don’t integrate
well with Excel.
The interview results suggest that artists do not require extremely specific de-
tails about the player experience, thus GURB would need to be modular enough to
create versions with information relevant to artists. Future work could explore the
workflow and processes of artists to better understand the information required
to complete their tasks. Having this information would provide a better under-
standing of how future versions of GURB can provide artists with meaningful
data to help them make informed decisions to complete their tasks.
5.4 summary chapter 5
This chapter evaluated GURB tool that aims to assist game developers and user
researchers in increasing the efficiency of collecting and the effectiveness of report-
ing playtesting data. GURB provides an accessible representation of game design
intent and player experience. The evaluation of GURB, presented in this chapter,
supports and highlights the value of this tool for game production and user re-
search. Separating the game parts based on modular events and providing a fast
comparison of the design intent with playtesting data brings a new perspective
to GUR. The results showed that the interviewees with various background could
see how GURB could benefit them in their current roles. GURB is easily adoptable
and understandable, because it uses a familiar spreadsheet platform. This allows
game developers to identify areas of the game that need refining, which can lead
to a better player experience and more efficient game design process.
The evaluation of the first three prototypes of the GURB highlighted some areas
to improve resulting in a fourth version that will be described in Chapter 6.
6
G U R B V E R S I O N 4
The previous chapter focused on evaluating the first three versions of the GURB
tool through conducting ten interviews with professional developers. The inter-
views provided valuable insight into the needs and requirements for communi-
cating GUR results for multidisciplinary teams. The interviews also provided a
critique of pros and cons of each version that were utilized when developing
GURB version 4 (V4).
This chapter will first describe the development of V4 and key changes influ-
enced by the interview results from the previous chapter. V4 utilizes the tutorial
from Book Brawl as example data using the results from a six participant us-
ability test to fill in the GURB. I contacted eleven members of the Book Brawl
development team to conduct a second study similar to the first study described
in Chapter 4. The chapter concludes with the results of a study focusing on how
effective V4 communicated the results of the Book Brawl tutorial usability test.
6.1 development of gurb v4
This section will describe the development of V4 highlighting important com-
ments from the initial interviews that influenced the design. After completing
the interviews, I conducted a workshop that resulted in eight categories which
encompassed 92 transcribed comments. After the workshop, the comments and
categories were organized into a spreadsheet to refine them further following a
selective coding process. The spreadsheet colour coded comments for each par-
ticipant in the column where each row contained the eight categories. The com-
ments in each category were refined further into positive and negative comments
seen in Figure 16. The previous chapter focused on the results of the interviews
to better understand the overall communication requirements for different dis-
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ciplines. By refining the categories into positive and negative comments, it will
be easier to highlight what worked and what did not. The main difference from
the selective coding done in this chapter from the previous is that two categories
(miscellaneous and issues) were combined while others were refined further. The
following sections describe the results of study 1, specifically how positive and
negative comments from participants influenced the design of V4.
6.1.1 Features
P03 stated that GURB is effective when you "communicate structure of a level/game"
and P04 stated that it is "A good way to keep track of expected outcomes, and just
remind you of original objectives. Built to be very modular". V4 of GRUB needs to
continue to be an effective modular tool for assisting communication with the
development team of the golden path or design intent. P10 stated "Playtest section
is handy. Sometimes what section you add, have to go with your gut. Experiment until
you get a good result." The playtest section is definitely a focus of the GURB tool
in assisting with experimentation and evaluation of the experience. P05 stated
"Graph/timeline is easier to understand than numbers - jumps out at you - clear. Tidbits
of information are really useful (missed cutscene)". Several participants mentioned the
importance of having minimal pieces of information that are easily identifiable at
a glance such as the graph in V2 and colour coding and highlighting blockers.
P03 stated "Lacks division to tell where something begins/ends - prefers Microsoft
Visio (a flow). This is very linear of movement - hard to communicate different option-
s/different possible endings". One limitation of GURB is its linear layout that makes
it difficult to display multiple paths for open world games and branching paths.
Other participants have mentioned this not being an issue since a simple solution
would be to create multiple spreadsheets with more focused purposes. P04 con-
tinued to state that the objectives and sections mood should be expanded to have
more detail. Participants (P05, P06, P09, P10) mentioned the addition of tracking
fun and excitement, AI, UI, music ambience sections, providing more hardcore
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Figure 16: Workshop: Results from selective coding
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facts about what the level is and including production and development cost.
While each participant had different motivations and ideas for sections to add,
there were contradictions from other participants that wanted a more linear and
streamlined tool. P03 stated "Feels scared and confused. Good if you want to compare
hard data but will rarely need anything that specific (as a level/game designer). The infor-
mation needs to be condensed into a visual format (graph)." P02 stated "whatever they
feel is the best tool for them then it’s the best tool. Needs to be able to manage the data
coming out quickly and easily". The GURB’s aim is to not be scary but efficient at
facilitating communication for a user research purpose.
Overall the key elements to include in V4 is the modularity and simplicity
of facilitating communication of the design intent to be easily read at a glance.
Additionally, instead of adding every related section of a level into a game it is
better to focus on the playtesting components and important information that
developers want to see. Ultimately, the GURB should not have the same shortfalls
as a GDD where there would be detailed information to read through and would
be difficult to find what is relevant.
6.1.2 Design Intent
Almost all participants appreciated what the GURB aimed to accomplish, imme-
diately seeing the effectiveness of a solid understanding of the design intent. P06
stated, "Good way to plan out the game and see what the game is missing. Good big
picture. Good for early planning to make sure game is varied enough, enough dramatic
elements, good for planning out timing." V4 will continue to provide an overview
approach to understanding the design intent to assist with timing and planning
out scenes. P07 stated,"Likes the quantifying aspect. Good way of communicating be-
tween departments - art,design,programming all know what mood is supposed to be in
the scene." It is important that others see it as a tool to help facilitate communica-
tion as another goal of GURB is to improve tools for multidisciplinary HCI teams.
P07 continued to state, "Likes the design intent vs the playtest section. Emphasize the
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intent, what are the important takeaways, and did player achieve that? - validation. Good
way for setting thresholds." In pre-interview questions when asked, "what designers
want feedback on the most?" many participants stated designers want validation of
their designs. Generally we take a issue focused approach when evaluating games
focusing on diagnosing issues and what caused them. By communicating the de-
sign intent better to user researchers, we can provide more insights into validation
since we have a better understanding of the golden path.
P03 stated, "Likes the comparison between design intent and player reality. The issue
is that nothing is set in stone, and if anything were to change then the entire sheet is
scraped. Risky document - time consuming and might not even be used." As stated in
previous sections, having a complicated spreadsheet would overwhelm users and
they would be less inclined to read the GURB. Additionally, if users feel like time
put into creating a GURB is a time sink then we are violating one of the goals
in facilitating communication providing efficient tools for developers. Another
interesting point the participant stated about not committing to designs incase
the feature is scrapped and wasting their time creating documentation for it. V4
needs to be quick to set up and entering data for evaluation without making
designers uncomfortable in committing too much information.
Overall, participants were unanimous in stating that communicating the design
intent has several benefits from planning, to evaluating and organising design.
Ultimately, V4 needs to be weary about communicating too many parameters
about the design where it becomes overwhelming and hard for other designers to
commit to providing that information.
6.1.3 Layout and Navigation
P02 stated "Designers will need to be trained on what the values of the data and how
to interpret the data. Make values easier to read. Why is the data useful and what can
it be used for? Maybe change values to be colours - more visual." Having too much
data and requiring designers to be trained in order to use the GURB is not ideal
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for understanding design intent. V4 should not be complicated and should only
contain useful and relevant data. P05 stated "Hiding columns is tedious. Numbers of
emotions are arbitrary - not very hardcoded. People unfamiliar with excel might not know
how to use this - need a User Interface inside of excel to train people, and easier to read.
Needs to be more streamlined, easy for the user. Need buttons to help navigate, not just
hiding things." Similar to P02, P05 was interested in seeing user interface elements
in the GURB to assist with navigation and layout for users not as familiar with
Excel. I explain the development of future versions in Chapter 7.2, however for V4
I decided to opt for a simpler layout instead of overcomplicating the spreadsheet
and overwhelming the user.
P03 stated "If making a long level then it is better to have vertical scrolling than hor-
izontal scrolling - easier to grasp, but hard to read numbers because they are very spaced
out. Visual takes a lot of place". Almost all participants did not like the transposed
layout of V3 regardless of the efficiency impact of vertically scrolling as opposed
to horizontally scrolling in V2. Participants preferred the ability to compare in V2
over V3 therefore V4 will follow the layout of V2.
Most participants wanted the data to be represented in visual formats as op-
posed to numeric. Participants mentioned using colour scales and icons to show
data as opposed to quantifying every aspect. P06 stated"Average isn’t ideal. Confi-
dence intervals. Communicate that to dev team so that everyone understands confidence
intervals/average and make sure that they do not misuse data. Add notations/comments
for clarity and guidance. Less flat out numbers, highlight important things and add no-
tations/comments." It is important for V4 to be understood the same regardless of
whoever reads it. If multiple people are viewing the spreadsheet, they should be
able to come to the same conclusions independently since another goal of GURB
is to be unambiguous.
Overall instead of complicating GURB with more elements, V4 will focus on vi-
sually highlighting important elements and communicate the design intent unam-
biguously. Adding notations and comments will help narrate the data effectively
for V4.
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6.1.4 Readability
Similar to the previous section regarding layout and navigation, participants stated
that readability was important to take into account for future versions. P03 stated,
"Visual: make information more spread out - easier to read. For emotion: make it more
visual (stars of different colours)". P08 stated, "Lines separating sections, but still eas-
ier to read than a large white canvas. more space between columns". P09 stated, "(V1)
Difficult to decipher section from section. Layout is a confusing. Couldn’t make out what
was the "art" section where it started/ended." V4 will need to use ’white space’ and
lines effectively to visually chunk related sections together for the purposes of
highlighting key information better. P05 stated "Variables on the left (easy to read).
Presets - add choices so player can choose from presets." Pre-sets would be a great addi-
tion to add for future versions to improve the efficiency and security of changing
data.
6.1.5 Alternate Uses
Understanding and communicating the design intent is important as several par-
ticipants were able to think of interesting alternate uses for manipulating and
using that data. P04 stated, "Easy to understand with the curves. Should have a curve
for the player’s experience too (they draw their own curve) and then compare it to the
intended curve. Difference between intensity in the story and intensity of other game
components such as mechanics, visual cues (easier to convey in a flow chart drawn by
hand)." It would be interesting to have a designer draw an intensity curve and
also compare it to what the player self reports from their play session, and use the
comparison between the two as a facilitator for discussion. However conducting
this effectively would be difficult and might involve breaking the flow of the play
session.
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P03 stated, "As an observer of a playtest session - that section makes you pay attention
throughout the session." I thought this was another effective alternate use of the
GURB to assist in the training and recording of observation data in a playtest.
V4 will definitely be used as a tool for assisting observations during a playtest
to assist the observer in keeping on track. P01 stated "If you have multiple players,
if one was very different, should be able to back and see what happened to that specific
players." Most participants wanted to see more detailed observations with support
from telemetry regarding what exactly the player did during they play sessions. It
would be interesting to combine telemetry analytics with the GURB to help paint
a full picture of both a quick high level summary and detailed insight going into
micro actions of a playtest. P07 stated, "Likes the format of blueprint, if this is internal,
then can link inventory. Use this as a hub for game. Provides a vision of what the game will
be like - big picture. What to add on is game dependent." It would also be interesting
to use the GURB as a living document that links to cloud storage repositories
ensuring that it is consistently updated by a member of the development team.
Overall there are a number of alternate uses for the GURB from assisting with
observations to linking to more detailed documents and areas on cloud storage
acting as a repository for key information.
6.1.6 Progression
Some participants mentioned comments about how the GURB communicated the
progression of a game and pacing. P07 stated, "Likes the pacing and time, would
add a pivot table/formulas to see what the pacing/timing is like over time. Add a partner
document to understand the language of blueprint." Time is a very easy and common
measurement to track for a variety of games which will be parameter used again
in V4. P03 stated, "Would add mechanics implemented as they are introduced. Add
complexity/challenge (progression). Very specific to games with a narrative." P03 felt the
GURB was effective when evaluating mechanics as they are introduced to better
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understand complexity and challenge. However, P03 felt that the linearity of the
GURB made it seem very specific to games with a narrative.
P10 stated, "Works well for the tutorial level, it doesn’t really work for a game where
you learn everything up front. Later on, more just about seeing how long it takes the player
to get through a set amount of content." P10 continued to state, "seems too planned out
for a mobile game, designers don’t plan out a game to this extent. Useful for the first time
user experience. Does not seem to like the fact that the entire document is in excel, prefers
maybe an executable.". P10 brought up an important point about how the GURB is
effective when needing to break down a sequence like a tutorial where a lot of
new mechanics are taught to the player. However, in mobile games where a lot of
teaching is done at the beginning of the experience and the game sequences after
are about purely measuring how long it takes players to consume content. The
GURB could still be valuable in measuring how long it takes to consume content,
instead of breaking down scenes in mico-chunks, a user could break down scenes
in macro-chunks.
Overall participants felt that previous versions of the GURB excelled when
communicating linearly progressing sequences where the design of moment-to-
moment sequences are important like tutorials.
6.1.7 Summary & Overview
P06 stated, "Summary is nice rather than a long report, although believes that should
still have lengthy detailed reports for particular issues. Useful tool for encouraging com-
munications between dev team and testing team - good for tracking across playtest. Both
sides need to commit to updating this spreadsheet. Useful for testing team to see the de-
sign intent as it is often unclear how players should be playing a certain section." A
significant portion of participants preferred easy to read summaries that helped
facilitate communication and motivate readers to find detailed reports for more
specific information. P02 stated,"Summary is always good but designers might focus
only on summary and not focus on other details that may be important. Depends on how
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Figure 17: GURB Version 4
important the rest of the data is. What is key take-away? Some specific things might not
be represented in a summary." While a summary is helpful, it is important to ensure
the key goals and takeaways are readable and salient for readers in V4.
Overall participants seem to prefer the GURB to be a summary of key goals
and takeaways that can be easily digested to communicate the design intention.
6.2 describing gurb v4
Figure 17 displays the GURB V4 used for evaluating in the next section. The key
sections are: objective, art, tutorial, gameplay, playtest summary and individual
players. The objective section describes the goal of the player intended by the de-
signer. The art section includes an image representation of the scene to provide
visual context . Tutorial section describes key learning objectives and success cri-
teria. Gameplay section provides further detail regarding the type of gameplay
scene, modifiers and level design parameters. The playtest section provides in-
sight into the summary of potential issues and solutions based on all players pro-
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Figure 18: GURB Version 4: summary section
vided by the user researcher. The player sections detail their time in each scene as
well as notes from the observer with highlighted blockers.
The last section of V4 is a playtest summary page (see Figure 18) highlighting
the average time to complete the tutorial for all participants and a list of the top
issues found in the test. I entered the data for the summary of potential solutions
and issues confirming them with another researcher. The design of V4 has been
streamlined to specifically evaluate the FTUE of a tutorial. For this reason only
relevant sections have been included in order to provide the minimum amount
of data required to communicate the design intention. Additionally, the playtest
section provides a summary of potential issues to highlight the key takeaways
derived from the evaluation is placed directly under the design intention sections
to allow for easy comparison. Lastly, a short summary template (see Figure 18)
is placed at the end that highlights the top three issues found with the player
experience represented in the GURB.
6.3 method : study 2
Based on the comments from study 1 described in Chapter 6.1, the focus of V4 is
the tutorial level of the game Book Brawl. The tutorial is a short enough sequence
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to easily capture and report in a single spreadsheet. Additionally, the participants
for study 2 will be members of the Book Brawl development team to ensure the
game is relevant to the interviewee’s. The lack of a relevant game was a concern
for many participants in the previous round of interviews.
A seven person usability test was conducted where one participant was used
for pilot results and the remaining six were used to populate the playtest section
of V4. The purpose of the usability test was to populate V4 with relevant data to
make meaningful conclusions. Additionally, the tutorial for Book Brawl has never
been evaluated in a formal user test setting which made it an attractive choice for
the study. The participants recruited for the usability test fit the persona of the
intended target player for Book Brawl. Only the observations from the playtest
and the gameplay recordings were taken. The procedure for the usability test
involved bringing players into a formal lab setting in order to play through the
tutorial from start to finish. Participants were asked "how many hours of video games
do you play on average in a given week?" and "what was the most recent game you have
played?" in order ensure they aligned with the target persona.
The method for evaluating V4 of GURB is very similar to the procedure fol-
lowed in the previous chapter when evaluating V1-3. The interview began by
getting participants thoughts on user testing and test reports. The same opening
questions from study 1 (see Appendix C) for all participants. After this opening
discussion participants were shown the GURB prototypes. Participants discussed
advantages and disadvantages of the GURB technique while they saw V1, V2 and
V4. A decision was made not to show V3 since the majority of comments from
the previous interview indicated that participants disliked it.
Eleven of the Book Brawl development team were contacted and asked to partic-
ipate in an interview over Skype where the audio would be recorded. The eleven
members were as follows:
• P01: Designer
• P02: Level Designer
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Figure 19: Study 2 protocol
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• P03: Programmer
• P04: Animator






• P11: Lead Programmer
The procedure for conducting the interviews followed the same process as de-
scribed in Phase 1 (Chapter 5.1.1) in the previous chapter. The main differences
being that only the first five stages from the previous interview were replicated
and V4 was shown during the seventh stage. Additionally, an unedited gameplay
recording of a player during the usability test was privately uploaded to YouTube
to be shown in to be shown during stage six (seen in Figure 19). The purpose
of the recording was to remind the developers of Book Brawl what the tutorial
looked like. For a more detailed description of the study 2 protocol see Appendix
C.
6.4 results from study 2
After conducting the interviews, each one was transcribed in a similar manner to
study 1. Another researcher that did not participate in the interview listened to
the audio recordings and transcribed the comments from study 2. The transcribed
comments for V4 were selectively coded in the same categories derived from the
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previous round of interviews. The following are the results from the summative
evaluation :
6.4.1 Features
The key design goals for features regarding V4 is the modularity and simplicity
of facilitating communication of the design intent to be easily read at a glance.
Ultimately V4 was designed to be focused on relevant information to be more
useful than an average game design document.
P02 stated, "Looks like a really powerful tool to organize and plan a large scale
playtest. Especially with you have multiple designers, it’s a good way to have data that
you can compare and draw conclusions from systematically." P02 appreciated the me-
thodical approach to draw conclusions from the data represented in GURB, which
was one of the design inspirations from the RGD method. P02 continued to state,
"Would adapt tool to every test, the way the level should be done. Would modify criteria
case by case." P02 viewed V4 as an adaptable tool modifiable to suit their needs
which validates another design goal of being modular.
P03 stated, "Seems like it would be really useful for facilitating communication
because you can compartmentalize issues and are quickly able to find top issues and
give quick fixes if there are multiple solutions." Facilitating communication is a key
positive and another design goal for GURB in being an effective tool for multi-
disciplinary teams. Additionally focusing on relevant information that assists in
finding issues and inspiring solutions is another design goal for GURB. P02 com-
mented that, "Would add designer comments and player comments". Providing more
information for the player experience was something most participants wanted
with the addition of designer specific comments to help facilitate more discussion.
P07 also stated, "To fix issues - more human to human contact is needed, not just a
spreadsheet. Talk to designers and programmers. Helps facilitate communication. Another
page for different game versions." It is interesting to see how the tool can help facil-
itate human contact by focusing on specific issues that inspire the reader to talk
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to designers and programmers with the relevant knowledge gained from GURB.
P10 felt a good addition to V4 is to, "add the names of all the people working on each
specific sections so that you know who to contact regarding each knowledge." P02 also
stated,"Would add name of build, date, known issues that will impact the test." Both
comments are definitely viable for future iterations of GURB to improve readabil-
ity, tracking and organisation of related information that assists in the process of
development.
P01 stated, "Good to have both versions of what the issue is and the quote from the
player himself". P01 appreciated having a summary of the potential issues with the
backup quotes from players that inspired the issues. However, P10 would like to
see comments from the players in greater detail where they stated, "Identify where
to put in a walkthrough break - if its too frustrating, add some explanation." P10 did
not just want to highlight blockers and potential issues but more detail regarding
details of issues such as a walkthrough break where the player can no longer play
and explanations of where they were frustrated.
P03 stated, "Give an estimate about how long it would take to fix each issue. Tag each
issue by type - who to refer to about issue. Easily find issues relative to each role in dev-
team." P03 also wanted more detail regarding tagging issues based on type and
impact on development in order to estimate how and who should fix them.
6.4.2 Design Intent
The key goals for design intent regarding V4 was the ability to plan, evaluate and
organise the intended experience. The key goal is to not overwhelm the user read-
ing it and to not be seen as a large time commitment for designers in providing
required information to create a GURB.
P07 stated, "Playtest section works very will in this format because you have specific
information about each section." P07 enjoyed having the contextual information of
the design intent stating that it is an effective layout for communicating playtest
results while reminding the reader of the design being evaluated. P10 stated, Good
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qualitative tool for the designer to communicate more information. P10 appreciated the
ability of V4 in providing more opportunities for designers to communicate in-
formation that is not always available to all developers. P06 also added, "More
information on player experience - what did they do right? Currently, can only see what
they did wrong. More telemetry and stats. Did player understand what they did?" It is
important for future versions of GURB not only to focus on problems but to pro-
vide areas where design was validated and in the event of issues, the tool should
provide enough observational data to diagnose why the design was not validated.
Finding issues is a definite goal for user testing, however finding where design
was validated is also helpful in understanding best practices.
P09 stated, "I think having something like this post playtest and post analysis from the
designer with his comments and the playtest supervisor comments would be really useful
in terms of programming. To show us why X-thing we did didn’t work, it’s not because
we didn’t do it properly, it just wasn’t interpreted the right way" P09 added that they,
"Likes being informed of different parts of the game dev process. Helps make informed
decisions." Ultimately the goal of a user researcher is to provide the results of
a playtest in order to assist the development team in making more informed
decision. V4 is effective at providing the relevant information to developers that
communicate the deeper goals on how their tasks impact the player experience.
Informing the developers on the overarching design and player experience goals
allow them
6.4.3 Layout, Navigation and Readability
The key design goals for layout, navigation and readability for V4 focused on
visually highlighting important elements to assist in the unambiguous communi-
cation of the design intent.
P01 stated, "I love how the information is right now. Pretty short, easy to see, easy
to read. Adding more info would not simplify seeing the information. But having addi-
tional information would help pinpoint where the problem is." P01 was satisfied with
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the readability and how focused V4 is, but would also prefer to see more informa-
tion to help inspire discussion to pinpoint the problem further. P06 stated, "Most
preferred part is that you highlight the blockers, because it immediately identifies what
problems occurred in which section...Can immediately zero in, there’s a problem here, here
and here." P06 appreciated how V4 highlighted blockers very clearly to imme-
diately identify problem areas quickly with context validating one of the major
design goals for layout and readability.
P03 stated, "Concise, very clear...Issues that popped up with each objectives were very
clear." P03 also praised V4 is the clarity and conciseness of understanding objec-
tives and finding issues related to individual objectives. P09 stated, "Well blocked
off. Concise, short and sweet and to the point. Insight from user researcher helps." P05
stated, "Easy to go through, clear." and P10 stated, "Very efficient, just the information
you need. Missing colour code for major issues - priority scale." The majority of partic-
ipants felt that V4 was clear and streamlined to the purpose of communicating
the results from a playtest with the user researcher comments summarizing the
potential issues. An improvement for future versions would be to add more vi-
sual information to colour code aspects like tagging issues based on priority with
specific colours.
6.4.4 Alternate Uses
The key alternate use goal for GURB is to assist with note taking for observations
and providing hyperlinks to detailed documents located outside of the spread-
sheet.
P07 stated "Makes a lot of sense as a playtest tool. At the beginning of the whole
study, I wasn’t sure if this was a good tool for game design, but seeing it mixed with
playtesting it does make a lot of sense because it’s easy for you to break down each level
into different sections and focus on each of those sections and find problems in each of those
sections." GURB V4 operates effectively as a tool for communicating the results of
a playtest and assisting with taking observations due to its timeline layout. P02
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stated, "Would make a different build and test with different players. Fix some of the
issues from this playtest and then test again. AB testing." P02 saw V4 as a useful tool
to keep track of playtest results where they would be able to perform AB testing by
using two different versions on separate spreadsheets. P04 added that, "Would add
eye tracking. Heat map of where player is looking." It would be interesting for future
versions to explore the additional input of biometric results such as eytracking
heatmaps for each player for specific segments of a game where relevant. P07
also added, "Would like to see video clips of players testing. Quantitative data - stats,
a mean, different numerical statistics." Future versions could hyperlink to specific
video snippets of sections and provide more detailed statistical summaries of
quantitative data without overwhelming the reader with too much data.
An interesting alternate feature is integrating with other tools as P03 stated, "In-
tegrate with JIRA - easy to facilitate tasks." P03 mentioned about formatting playtest
results in a way to use Excel plug-ins to automatically upload issues mentioned
in GURB to a famous bug tracking software, JIRA. This feature would effectively
synergize workflows for user researchers and programmers in finding and com-
municating issues using their existing tools.
6.4.5 Progression
A key design goal of V4 is the ability to easily communicate linearly progressing
sequences such as a tutorial.
P07 stated, "This tool would work well for any kind of progressive game where
you’re going from point A to point B to point C doing different things." Having GURB
formatted in a timeline layout helps communicate linear progression from one
task to another. P01 mentioned, "Define all the things that you want the player to
learn throughout the game, and divide it in a timeline." Another design goal was the
tool to be an effective representation of a tutorial and communicating important
features a player needs to learn and dividing them into a timeline can be an
effective use of GURB.
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P01 stated, "Highlights player progressions. Works for linear game. Shows when
fail/win condition is met. Hard to see if condition is met when there are multiple ways
of winning the mission/level." During the interview P01, was probed further and
asked if the document also helps in providing design insights and they stated,
"Yes, definitely. For the beginning it doesn’t make that much of a difference because the
platforming section is pretty straight forward, and a lot of players are familiar with it.
Even if you miss a couple of jumps, you do understand that you have to jump on the
platform. But once you get to the shifting, throwing the book, tackling, player feedback is
very important because that’s the core mechanics you need to know to play the multiplayer
version." P01 was alluding that the GURB helps organise the design and evalua-
tion based on progression and it is easy to contextually highlight issues based
on when they occurred. P01 also mentioned a limitation of the tool where it only
shows the golden path where are alternate methods of completing the mission are
not easily identifiable.
6.4.6 Summary & Overview
A key design goal of V4 was to provide a summary in order to highlight important
goals or takeaways.
P10 stated "Gives as much information as possible to someone who hasn’t talked to
the designer, or hasn’t played the game." P11 added, "Important for all leads but they
wouldn’t all read the document (too busy). Needs to be more condensed, conclusion page.
Move playtest summary to beginning." Both participants stated that V4 is effective
and important for various disciplines where they might not have a full under-
standing of the game based on their role, so having condensed information and
an easily accessible summary is important.
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6.5 chapter 6 discussion
This chapter focused on conducting a second study evaluating the fourth version
of the GURB tool. The results of the evaluation of V4 were described using the
categories: features, design intent, layout, navigation and readability, alternate
uses, progression and summary. The following sections discuss how the groups of
participants felt about V4 divided into the groupings of: programmers, designers,
art and animation.
6.5.1 Programmers
Programmers were the majority of the participants in the interview which is con-
sistent with larger teams. The 26 developers of Book Brawl consisted of 5 design-
ers, 9 3D artists, 11 programmers and 1 audio designer.
Programmers found a simplistic breakdown focusing on the issues found dur-
ing the usability test useful. Summaries are effective for programmers since they
are not often involved with every mechanic and can be responsible for specific
implementation of a single mechanic or feature. The summary allowed them to
quickly pinpoint relevant issues for them broken down into manageable and log-
ical sequences.
Programmers also appreciated seeing the design intent providing context as to
what was intended for specific sequences. Often times programmers are given fea-
tures and told to implement them without any indication or communication of the
big picture. One programmer mentioned (P09) that he enjoyed seeing how issues
informed decisions providing a better motivation to why he needs to accomplish
his tasks.
Other programmers also preferred the layout in excel because of the future
possibilities of integrating with existing issue tracking tools like JIRA. Future ver-
sions of the GURB can be formatted in a way to highlight and describe issues in
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the spreadsheet and automatically upload and create JIRA issues that fit within a
programmer’s pipeline.
6.5.2 Designers
The designers preferred having clear concise information as well as they have a
plethora of spreadsheets they use throughout development. Often times not all
spreadsheets are read due to complexity. They appreciated having a spreadsheet
focused on key issues to quickly find out what works and what does not work.
The removal of sections that were not required was also well received due to the
efficiency it provided.
The GURB also provided an organisation to design wireframes as it helped
highlight the players progressions. One designer (P01) enjoyed how it could be
used to help iterate and improve upon the tutorial if we continued using this
format for reporting.
Another designer (P02) found the systematic approach to communicating data
favourable. He felt that it was very modifiable and modular to suit the intended
needs. Often times when this designer works on evaluating their own titles, they
focus on memorable moments since they are important to highlight. Future ver-
sions need to do a better job at finding and validating these moments. He com-
mented on the video where a player looked at a specific statute saying that he
validated that the player noticed it was changing.
6.5.3 Art & Animation
It is clear that the GURB is not an effective tool for integrating with artists pipelines.
All artists felt it was very clear and easy to understand and walk through. They felt
it was not overwhelming and had a streamlined purpose that was communicated
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well. They all validated that it was clear at communicating and understanding
what the players thought.
However, the GURB might not be an effective tool for artists. Artists dont re-
quire a lot of detailed information about the design intent to complete their tasks.
A lot felt that earlier versions of the GURB were sufficient in providing overall
themes and moods and basic elements for them to design characters, environ-
ments and animate character. Animators require metrics provided directly from
designers regarding jump heights, distances etc. This information is not really
best suited to be communicated in GURB.
Additionally, artists prefer moodboards and more visual collages of information
to inspire them. The GURB is a quantifying tool to help focus information on
specifics.
6.6 chapter 6 summary
This chapter described the development and evaluation of the fourth version of
the GURB tool. The development of V4 was inspired by the selectively coded com-
ments from the interviews conducted the the previous chapter where I evaluated
the first three versions of the GURB. The comments were coded into positive and
negative parameters for the categories: features, design intent, layout and navi-
gation, readability, alternate uses, progression, and summary. I describe how the
comments from each category inspired design goals for development of V4.
V4 was developed using the tutorial of the game Book Brawl that I had de-
veloped with a team of twenty-six which was part of an internship at Ubisoft
Academia in 2014. I conducted a usability test using six participants to populate
V4 with relevant data to be used as a canvas for inspiring discussion during the
evaluation of V4. Eleven developers from the Book Brawl team were contacted
to evaluate V4 following a similar but modified protocol that was used in the
previous chapter.
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The majority of results from the interviews consisted of positive comments
where many key design goals were examined. Participants felt V4 was clear and
concise at effectively communicating the results of the user test. Participants also
felt that V4 did a great job at facilitating communication between other members
of the development team. Participants also appreciated having a short, easy to
read and relevant document that pinpointed important information easy. Partici-
pants also liked having a clear understanding of the design intent which helped
them make informed decisions. Participants felt that GURB excels as a playtest
tool in providing a good breakdown of objectives and their related observed prob-
lems.
Overall GURB V4 has succeeded in a primary goal for this thesis’ in providing
a tool that can effectively identify and communicate the design intention of a
game while also being used to track goals in the player experience and report key
findings in one document.
Part IV
D I S C U S S I O N
7
D I S C U S S I O N , N E X T S T E P S A N D C O N C L U S I O N
This thesis showcased the development of GURB tool through participatory de-
sign and a series of studies that investigated the effectiveness of the tool’s ability
to communicate design intention with mixed method evaluations in GUR. Chap-
ter 2 showed the wide range of game related research in understanding player
behaviour and popular methods for evaluating it. Some evaluation methods are
preferred by academics other methods are preferred by industry as their goals and
research questions often differ. The main paradigms for HCI research follow oper-
ative, epistemological, ontological and practice research [8]. Whereas in industry
the criteria for representative, accurate, specific, timely, cost-effective, actionable
and motivational are more commonplace [25]. This thesis builds on prior research
of design, communication and evaluation methods in order to create a tool that
assists in providing formative feedback for the evaluation of FTUE. The develop-
ment of GURB as an industry focused tool that aims to assist in the identification,
measurement and communication of the design intent is documented throughout
the thesis.
This final chapter provides the summaries of discussions and contributions of
each study and prototype development. This chapter revisits the research ques-
tions and considers the contributions across the thesis. Finally future work in the
field is described and suggested.
7.0.1 Workshop Exploration
Two workshops were created where one focused on teaching rational game design
methodology and the other on heuristic evaluation. This work was exploratory
in understanding the approaches of RGD and heuristics on novices in order to
highlight effective practices in design and evaluation. The visual design of the
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variety and skills vs. inputs matrices in RGD was liked by workshop participants.
HEP showed to be effective tool for evaluating because of its systematic approach
and agreeable list of heuristics. Overall the workshops inspired the visual design
GURB using similar elements from the RGD matrices and the systematic approach
of evaluation used in HEP.
7.0.2 Game Case Studies
Six game case studies gave insight into the communication and evaluation re-
quirements for indie developers through conducting formal user tests. The case
studies highlighted individual challenges developers had when conducting their
evaluation. The user testing approach was evaluated following the seven crite-
ria for applied GUR. After evaluating the approach the key takeaways were that
a good approach needs to be cost-effective for indie development, it should help
developers to be receptive and motivated to continue testing, and it should be eas-
ily integrated in short development cycles. Ultimately the case studies provided
insight into what indie developers need to measure and evaluate which inspired
the focus of FTUE testing for GURB. The case studies also provided an avenue to
prototype initial versions of GURB.
7.0.3 GURB Version 1, 2 and 3
While conducting the case studies early prototypes the tool GURB were created.
The purpose of GURB is to tackle the problems of (1) difficulty in communicat-
ing design intent across the multidisciplinary field of game development, (2) the
FTUE, which is a constantly changing experience, is essential in game evaluation,
and (3) there is an inherent difficulty for indie game studios to start performing
GUR. GURB is a spreadsheet where the columns define parts of an experience and
each row provides further detail for each part. The development of V1 focused on
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capturing the design intent through the following sections (rows): art, story, expe-
rience and gameplay sections of an experience. V2 improved upon V1 by adding
visual representations for data using Excel’s built in tools and a playtesting section
that evaluated the timing and attempts in each. V3 modified the timeline layout
used in V1 and V2 by transposing all the data and focused on providing detailed
information in the playtesting section while also using conditional formatting to
highlight key cells. The development helped provide insight into various layouts
and configurations of communicating information about the design intention and
also how to communicate the results of a playtest.
7.0.4 GURB Study 1
This study focused on evaluating the first three versions of the GURB tool through
interviews with ten professional developers employed in the games industry. De-
velopers were interviewed about the advantages and disadvantages of each ver-
sion. The transcribed comments from the interviews were coded in a workshop
where the goal was categorize comments into design goals for future versions.
The results support and highlight the value of this tool for game production and
user research. Interviewees with various backgrounds were able to see how GURB
could benefit them in their respective roles (designers, producers, user researchers
and artists). Separating the experience into modular events provides a fast com-
parison of the design intent with playtesting data. GURB is easily adaptable and
understandable due to its spreadsheet style of documentation that is favoured by
many developers making its low cost ideal for indie development. Overall GURB
helps game developers identify areas of the game that need to be refined, which
can lead to a better UX and more efficient processes for development.
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7.0.5 GURB Version 4
The development of V4 was inspired by the eight categories resulted in study
1: features, layout and navigation, design intent, readability, alternate uses, pro-
gression, summary and overview, and miscellaneous issues and comments. The
open coding results from the workshop were entered into a spreadsheet where
they were selectively coded further by adding positive and negative parameters
for each of the eight categories. Separating the categories into likes and dislikes
helped inspire design goals for the development of V4. Ultimately V4 aims to
combine the best elements from the first three versions in order to effectively com-
municate design intention, measure player experience and communicate findings
in a single tool.
7.0.6 GURB Study 2
The second study focused on evaluating V4 of the GURB tool by interviewing
members from the Book Brawl development team. The second study followed a
similar procedure to the first one in order to keep the evaluation consistent. The
majority results were positive where many key design goals were appreciated. V4
used the game Book Brawl as an example set of data along with the results of a
six person playtest evaluating the tutorial. V4 used the example set of data to com-
municate the results of the playtest compared with the tutorial learning objectives.
Participants felt V4 was clear and concise and effective at communicating results
from a playtest. V4 also demonstrated that it assisted the facilitation of commu-
nication between other members of a development team being an effective tool
for a multidisciplinary team. Participants felt that having a clear understanding
of the design intent with the evaluation helped them make informed decisions.
Overall the results show that V4 is an effective playtest tool in communicating a
breakdown of design intention and observed problems from evaluation.
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Figure 20: GURB Evaluation Process
7.1 thesis discussion
This thesis began with exploration of design and evaluation methods covered in
Chapter 3 where I discuss the inspirations of the GURB tool. Chapter 4 discusses
the initial development of three versions of the GURB. Chapter 5 evaluates the
three versions through interviews with professional developers resulting in eight
categories that inspired the development of the fourth version of GURB. Chapter
6 begins with the development of the fourth version and concludes with the evalu-
ation where the results indicate that the GURB tool is effective at communicating
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the results of a playtest. The full evaluation cycle for the GURB tool can be seen
in Figure 20.
A key challenge in UCD and GUR is to have a good understanding of design
intention and player experience to identify issues with a game. GDDs can pro-
vide a rich source of information regarding specific designs however they can be
rigid and often time consuming to read in order to find the information required.
This thesis showcases one of the contributions in the development of a tool that
can document relevant design intention while being adaptable and modifiable
enough to also allow for direct comparisons with the measured player experience.
This thesis provides evidence that a tool that can combine design intention and
evaluation is useful for assisting the development of interactive experiences.
Having design intention present in the same tool for evaluation provides rele-
vant contextual information to help clearly identify usability and user experience
issues. Having both sets of information also allows for easier pinpointing of issues
increasing speed of reporting results ultimately delivering relevant feedback to
the developers in a timely fashion. Delivering the results from a user test quickly
is important due to the rapid nature of game development where the build of a
game often changes weekly with new features and fixes. GURB is a step toward
the need of a fast and effective tool for understanding design intention and evalu-
ating player experience. By specifying key goals for design intention and breaking
them down into linear progression in a timeline format, GURB provides an ideal
representation of the golden path for a player experience. Communicating the de-
signer intended path to a multidisciplinary team is important in order for team
members to make informed decisions in how they can complete their tasks in a
way to support the intended player experience.
In addition, having a clear communication of the design intention can not only
help user researchers identify issues better, but also to understand when the de-
sign has been validated. Highlighting successful elements of a game can help
designers realise best practices which can be more valuable than highlighting is-
sues for a game studio if they continue to develop similar games in the future.
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Additionally, new user researchers can benefit from the GURB tool to assist with
training and understanding a new project. If a researcher was just placed on a
new game development project and the project had been using the GURB since
the beginning, the researcher would be able to look back at previous evaluations
to understand prior challenges and testing goals.
Another challenge in GUR is delivering a playtest report to a team of developers
and hoping developers believe in the findings. Game designers spend a sizeable
portion of their time with the game in comparison to user researchers which can
lead to biases when acknowledging GUR issues. Another challenge is dealing
with defensive designers who feel that the general playtest report criticises their
design leading them to not acknowledge the findings. GURB emphasises on hav-
ing a transparent process of including only relevant information from both design
and evaluation to inspire communication and discussion from the readers.
Game development is inherently a multidisciplinary field where there are chal-
lenges in developing processes and workflows that align with the interests of
each discipline. By focusing on FTUE, GURB can provide greater detail regard-
ing design and evaluation. GURB aims to provide an environment that facilitates
communication between disciplines in order to encourage collaboration. GURB
contributes to a better understanding of the tools needed by a multidisciplinary
team.
As described in Table 2 in Chapter 2.3.6 Fulton defined an evaluation frame-
work for applied GUR studies. I applied the framework when discussing the eval-
uation of the first three versions of the GURB and will revisit the criteria with the
aim for evaluation of the fourth version seen in Table 6:
Accurate: The purpose of the GURB is to work with with a game designer in
order to accurately highlight key elements of the design intention and quantify
them within the context of the GURB tool. By contacting subject matter experts to
acquire information to populate the spreadsheet, the GURB provides an accurate
representation of the intended experience.
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Representative
- Representative method should be applied
- Representative participants should be recruited
Accurate - GURB uses multiple sources of data
Specific - GURB has been designed to pinpoint issues in FTUE
Timely
- GURB facilitates the design and timely evaluation of the FTUE
- GURB can observe and report user test findings
- Spreadsheet format for GURB is easy to set up
Cost Effective
- GURB utilizes spreadsheet format where several free
alternatives are available
- GURB facilitates the design and evaluation in a single document
- Data to complete GURB can be used in conjunction with
other methods (e.g. observation, interviews, telemetry)
- Comparable in length and cost of other methods such as
interviews and observations
Actionable
- Combining design intent and evaluation provides contextual
information to help pinpoint issues
Motivational
- GURB helps developers achieve a better understanding
of the intended player experience for the FTUE
- GURB highlights issues with design context to be relevant
- GURB helps facilitate discussion between developers
Table 6: Criteria for evaluating applied GUR for GURB V4 [25]
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Specific: By focusing on the FTUE, GURB can effectively pinpoint issues easier
by only targeting the scope of the experience that is being evaluated. For exam-
ple:tutorial of a game, boss fight, one specific level etc.
Timely: One of the aims of the GURB is providing the results of a user test in
a timely fashion. The tool can be used for taking observations from a playtest, so
translating notes into a deliverable report become streamlined. Additionally, the
spreadsheet format of the tool makes it easy to add, remove and modify rows to
increase the speed of preparing a GURB.
Cost Effective: The GURB tool has been designed to use a spreadsheet format
of which there are free alternatives like Google Sheets. Additionally, by combin-
ing design and evaluation on one sheet the tool also effective on saving time by
switching between multiple documents to get the information required.
Actionable: By placing issues within context of design intention, it provides a
clearer picture and makes the process more transparent. Providing a transparent
process provides the opportunity for the reader to understand how issues were
found allowing them to make an informed decision on how to provide a solution.
Motivational: By providing an accessible, relevant document that is easy to read,
GURB empowers other developers to gain a better understanding of the player
experience. Having a clear understanding of the design intention helps facilitate
communication on how each discipline can support it using the same vocabulary
located in the GURB.
7.1.1 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis contribute to (1) identifying and understand-
ing the design intent for FTUE, (2) measuring goals in the player experience, and
(3) communicating and comparing results from playtest with actual design in-
tention. This thesis also contributes to the understanding of tools and processes
for multidisciplinary teams using the GURB. The following sections outline the
specific contributions:
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7.1.1.1 Identifying Design Intent
Traditionally design intent has been documented in GDDs which are often argued
as to their usefulness since they are often rigid, out of date and few members of
the development team actually read the whole document. This thesis identified
two design approaches (MDA and RGD) in order to highlight effective elements
from each to inspire the design of GURB to be a broad conceptual tool and an ef-
fective systematic breakdown of key components of design. Understanding how
the design intention is developed is key for the GURB in order to design pa-
rameters for communicating it. Following a timeline layout GURB was able to
effectively communicate the golden path for an intended player experience.
7.1.1.2 Measure Player Experience
Through six case studies with indie game developers this thesis was able to ef-
fectively conduct user tests that measured the player experience. Playtesting with
XL provided an understanding of challenges indie developers face that future
research can address. The thesis found that the approach needs to fit within an
indie timeline, budget and tools. Additionally, the approach needs to align with
the developers immediate goals (such as securing funding, validating controls,
polish build for publisher deliverable), long term goals (creating a better game),
and be easily integrated in an indie development. Finally the approach needs to
highlight iterative growth between each test to motivate developers to continue
testing.
7.1.1.3 Communicating Results
The development of GURB V4 focused on communicating the results of a usability
test effectively. The results from the second study were positive where many key
design goals for communication were appreciated. Participants felt V4 was clear
and concise in effectively communicating the results of the user test. Participants
also felt the tool help facilitate communication between other members of the
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development team promoting group collaboration. Having a clear understanding
of both the design intent and evaluation allowed developers to make informed
decisions with their tasks. Overall participants felt that the GURB excels as a user
testing tool where it effectively breaks down objectives with their observations
from the playtest
7.2 next steps
Participants from both studies had various comments regarding ways of improv-
ing the GURB tool to suit their needs. Participants wanted future versions to make
use of Excel’s functionality of macros to create user interface icons and add intel-
ligence to the document. For example, with a press of a button a graph would be
generated showing the estimated time for each part in a level. Secondary goals
for GURB are to be used as a training tool for novice GURs, designers and indie
developers.
A key design goal of GURB version 5 (V5) is to be user friendly, modular and
cost effective to ensure users can effectively use to highlight the design intent. A
initial concept of V5 is to encompass several different tabs in a single Excel file.
Similar to earlier versions, V5 will be built for a single game to highlight the FTUE.
This limitation is done to help reduce scope and feature creep of development.
One feature that is interesting to explore for V5 is automatic visualizations of
data generated from design intention. A big issue from the interviews was that
designers are generally withholding of information because they don’t want to
be pressured into making a final decision. One feature discussed having is an
automatic flowchart that would get generated from objectives the player enters in
the spreadsheet. For example, if the user was working on Halo, they could enter
each of the objectives in GURB and then a flowchart linking objectives would get
automatically generated in the same document to visualize progression.
The core elements of the design of V5 are three main tabs: the home tab, mod-
ule tab, and blueprint tab. The home tab provides initial information about the
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tool and frequently asked questions to help the user navigate to the other tabs.
The blueprint tab looks similar to the V1, V2 and V4 where the parameters for
populating it are managed through the module tab. The module tab is where the
majority of macros and the heart of V5 would be located. The module tab is bro-
ken down into individual sections with macro enabled buttons to the left of each
section that add each section to the blueprint tab. Users can insert sections by
clicking buttons where a pop up window describes variables to be included for
each section. The macros are used to simplify creation of a blueprint using user
defined templates.
In both studies, the GURB was shown to participants and they were asked for
their opinion regarding the tool. This was done since the studies aimed to un-
derstand the needs and requirements from developers improve the overall design
of the GURB tool for later usage. For future work to improve the development
of the GURB, it would be ideal to have multiple indie developers use the latest
version of GURB in different game development projects. This study would take
the form of a case study where the focus would be the long term usage of the
GURB on actual games in development. It would be interesting to highlight possi-
ble improvements and limitations of the tool used in this context. This case study
approach is the most ideal form of advancing the current state of the GURB.
7.3 limitations
The GURB initially began as a tool to train and assist indie developers to conduct
user research on their titles. The goal was to make the user research process trans-
parent, which is why the three goals of GURB aimed to identify, measure and
communicate design intention specifically for FTUE. Through the development
of the GURB, it did not provide an accurate measurement of goals in the player
experience. However, instead the GURB provided a tool for tracking and organis-
ing the design intent so it could be easily evaluated. Tracking and organising the
player experience goals is still important for the purposes of communication and
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evaluation in multidisciplinary teams. GURB does not have specific features and
functionality to assist in the measurement of player experience goals. Although,
by tracking goals across multiple playtests a user researcher can compare and
contrast how specifc changes impacted the player experience.
While exploring methods of displaying the GURB, spreadsheets were chosen
because they were the most convenient and ideal tool that game developers were
already using. However when conducting the study interviews, designers wanted
more visual tools such as Microsoft Visio, traditionally used for flowcharts and di-
agrams. However, user researchers work primarily with data using Excel, Tableau
and IBM’s SPSS when conducting their analysis. At this point I decided that
GURB would be a more effective tool for user researchers and not for game de-
signers. Game designers typically have spreadsheets where they detail specific
designs and GURB would ultimately be another spreadsheet for them to use that
regurgitates information from existing spreadsheets. From the interviews, game
designers disliked having to fill out data in another spreadsheet. For GURB to be
useful, it would have to be initiated and updated by a user researcher by contact-
ing various members of the development team for design intent information.
After completing two studies using a total of 21 unique participants, the GURB
tool is not yet the most elaborate and helpful version of the tool. The focus of study
one was to understand what different disciplines liked and disliked by analysing
the initial thee versions of GURB detailed in Chapter 4.2. The results provided
valuable insight which turned into design goals for the fourth version of the tool.
The participants from the first study were developers on different projects and
disciplines which resulted in a wide variety of comments. This was helpful in
determining who the key users of the GURB tool would be, through asking the
developers how they would adopt the tool in their development. From this it was
clear that the GURB tool would be primarily be effective for user researchers,
which is why the fourth version of the GURB was designed to assist the workflow
of user researchers seen in Chapter 6.2. The results of the second study indicate
that GURB is an effective tool for displaying the results of a user test. In order to
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improve the GURB further as a tool for user researchers, the next step would be
to conduct case studies described in the previous section.
Regarding the experimental design, the studies conducted to evaluate the GURB
were all done through interviews where participants where shown the tool and
asked to comment on them. An ideal method for evaluating the effectiveness
of GURB would be to compare two game development projects where one team
used the GURB and another team did not. This type of study would be interesting
to see how other developers used the tool similar to the case studies described in
the previous section. Ultimately the GURB tool might not be the best approach for
measuring design intent. The GURB tool did show potential for communicating
the results of a user test from the participant comments in study two. However,
the GURB will not be deemed a successful tool until other developers can ef-
fectively create and use the GURB to improve the understanding, tracking, and
communication of the design intent for a FTUE.
7.4 conclusion
With the rise of new platforms such as the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and increase
distribution and crowdfunding services, the market is facing fast changes and
advances in technology. Game development studios are under more pressure to
creative successful games due to the increase in competition and technologies.
The need for GUR is becoming more important in order to make sure that the
player experience matches the design intention. GUR helps track and measure
experiences before they reach the mass market ensuring the highest quality player
experience through rigorous iterative evaluation.
User researchers have been adopting HCI evaluation methods for GUR in order
to provide a mixture of qualitative (observations, think aloud, interviews, focus
groups, cognitive walkthroughs etc.) and quantitative (telemetry, questionnaires,
physiological data) approaches to evaluate a game depending on their goal. How-
ever, finding the right mixture of approaches, delivering the user test in a report
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in a timely manner, and convincing designers on issues are some of the current
challenges facing GUR.
The GURB tool presented in this thesis has been developed to highlight the re-
sults from the user test with a direct comparison to the design intention in order
to communicate the results within context to inspire discussion and collaboration
between developers. One of the key advantages to the GURB tool is the ability
to communicate design intent across the multidisciplinary field of game devel-
opment to allow developers to make informed decisions on how to support the
player experience. By focusing on FTUE evaluation the GURB tool can be applied
to a variety of game genres since the first hour experience is constantly chang-
ing and essential to the onboarding process to motivate the player to continue
playing. Lastly, by adding evaluation components to design documentation the
GURB tool stresses the need for studios to start performing GUR, especially indie
studios. The GURB tool is an effective starting point to understanding the tools re-
quired for multidisciplinary teams while also helping developers make informed
decisions on the player experience.
To summarize, the development of video games is highly complex involving
several disciplines working to create an enjoyable player experience. GUR meth-
ods need to provide timely, specific and motivating reports that allow developers
to make informed decisions. GURB does this by creating using a modular spread-
sheet framework to include relevant information about the design intention that
can also be used as an observation tool for user tests. GURB has the potential
to improve the communication in a multidisciplinary field while also providing
a report in a timely fashion to allow developers to make informed decisions on
how to support the intended player experience.
Part V
A P P E N D I X
A
W O R K S H O P D E S I G N
I conducted the workshops as an exploratory process selecting methods from
personal professional experience, industry training received, and from my own
education as a game development student with notable literature. The goal of
the workshops is to understand the effectiveness of game design tools used by
novice designers. Each workshop focuses on teaching game development students
a method during the first half, and later evaluating a game using the method.
The workshops were used as a pilot study to understand which methods were
most effective when used by novices. Each of the workshops were conducted in
a lecture hall over the course of 90 min using second year game development
students.
Before each workshop, students were asked to answer a general game design
pre-questionnaire to understand their previous knowledge of game design. Stu-
dents were marked out of 100% and teams were created to balance each team to
have an even combination of high achievers and low achievers.
a.1 workshop 1 : rational game design
• 00m - 10m Introduction questionnaire
• 10m - 20m Rational Game Design lecture
• 20m - 30m RGD exercise
• 30m - 90m Game Evaluation
The first workshop was broken down into a short 10-20min lecture on RGD
providing examples and insight into the method and each of the key aspects
previously described in more detail. The workshop took place in a second year
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game development and entrepreneurship game design tutorial lasting an hour
and 30 min.
After the lecture, an activity was performed where the workshop instructor
created a pillar diagram, skills vs input matrix and a variety matrix. This exercise
was done to show three popular tools used in RGD and the design principles used
in the method to influence the development of the three diagrams / matrices.
After the activity, students formed groups they were assigned and asked to
complete the workshop activity. The activity was to analyse a 2D side-scrolling
free-to-play game on Miniclip, Fancy Pants Adventure 21. The activity was broken
down into 4 sections: RGD, Level design, Issues and extra. The goal was to see
the quality of insight from each team based on how well they understood RGD.
Workshop 1 aimed to teach the design methodology of RGD in the context of
evaluating a game. RGD is a high level method utilizing elements from other
schools of design. Due to this, it is harder for novices to wrap their minds across
the whole method unless they are engaged and interested in the design field.
The workshop participants were not all design students, as several identified as
programmers and artists in the questionnaire. For future workshops it would
be more interesting to create groups consisted of students with focuses different
disciplines as opposed to by game design knowledge.
a.1.1 Workshop 1: Activities
Fancy Pants Adventure 2 Evaluation Sheet The following are main area’s where you
should focus your evaluation. Try to use as many principles from the workshop
in your explanation. Feel free to also state what aspects of the game were well
designed and why you think it is well designed.
(1) Rational Game Design
• Did this game follow or stray from RGD principles?
1 See: http://www.miniclip.com/games/fancy-pants-adventure-2/en/
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• Are the mechanics deep? How can they be improved?
• How well defined are the objectives? Are they challenging or interesting?
• Create a Pillar and Skills diagram for the game. Are there too many pil-
lars/skills? What pillar/skills can you add?
• Create a Skills vs Inputs matrix. How well do your inputs challenge your
skills?
• Does the game have good Macro and Mico flow? How can it be improved?
(2) Level Design
• What changes to the level, placement of enemies, flow, architecture, etc.
would you change?
• Were there aspects of the game design that were not challenged through the
level design?
• How would you design the level differently?
(3) Issues
• What issues (usability) did you find with the game? How would you fix
these issues?
• Is there any lack of signs and feedback that you can improve upon?
• Were there any issues with the tutorial or elements you did not learn prop-
erly?
• Does the game lack validation for user actions?
(4) Extra Additions
• What extra features/modes/add-ons/DLC would you create to make the
game better?
• How can you add more variety to the game? (Use a variety matrix)
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a.2 workshop 2 : heuristics
• 00m - 10m: Introduction questionnaire
• 10m - 20m: HEP lecture
• 20m - 30m: HEP exercise
• 30m - 90m: Game Evaluation
The second workshop had a similar protocol to the first workshop where the
first half consisted of a lecture on HEP by [15]. Since heuristics are meant to be
self explanatory and used as a lens, the lecture was a short description of each of
the 43 heuristics using examples for each regarding their usage. After the lecture
a short exercise was performed to show how the HEP can be used on a game.
After the activity, students worked individually to play through an online game
on Facebook, using the HEP to evaluate the game. Students were instructed to
note where the game followed, and violated each heuristic. Similar to workshop
1, submissions from students were used to understand the effectiveness of the
method based on their insight and useage of the method.
Selecting a set of heuristics was a ongoing debateable process. There are several
major heuristic lists used commonly in gaming and often each list has multiple
overlapping heuristics so it is not the case of using multiple lists. In Clan Combat
we used the Playability Heuristics for Mobile Multi-player Game due to the focus
on playability of multiplayer games and it was something we wanted to fix. The
game used in the workshop was also in early development however we felt that
HEP more heuristics and were used more commonly in industry. HEP is broken
down into sixteen gameplay, eight story, seven mechanics and twelve usability
heuristics.
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a.3 workshop takeaways
RGD proved to be too difficult of a method to teach and utilize in less then
90 min. In order to properly teach RGD, a 3 hour workshop would be needed
where 90 min would be spent on longer and more detailed insights into what
the RGD method is using more examples of games that follow RGD. From the
responses the students that showed a high aptitude for game design on the pre-
questionnaire understood the principles of RGD well and had meaningful insights.
Students with lower aptitude showed less meaningful insights but were still able
to develop skills vs inputs, variety and pillar diagrams.
RGD’s main strengths are in the development of the visual diagrams commu-
nicating the atomic parameters of a game. Students also enjoyed the process of
learning a design method used in industry and found it an insightful experience
into understanding more about difficulty and game balance which is not often
taught.
HEP was the easiest method to teach and deploy to a large set of students where
they could evaluate a game unambiguously. RGD is fairly subjective method re-
liant on designer expertise where heuristic lists are purely objective statements
that the game can either follow or violate. The RGD method is only as effective
as the designer using it, whereas HEP were effective with designers from all lev-
els of experience and aptitude. It was also an easily debatable set of guidelines,
whereas RGD is less specific allowing for more debate and more answers. How-
ever, RGD is still a method used for designing and not evaluating where HEP is
used primarily for evaluation.
B
S T U D Y 1 P R O T O C O L & S C R I P T
b.1 introduction
Welcome to this study, I will be interviewing you today to get your opinion regarding tools
for user testing. I will be asking you a few questions about User Testing and I would like
to get your opinion on some strengths and weaknesses and their usage. I will be recording
the audio of the interview, do you give your consent to record?
b.2 opening questions : general user testing
• What is your role in the game development process? How would you define
your role?
• Have you done user test on any of your games before? Or have you seen/-
given a user test report?
• Have you used any tools to facilitate the testing?
• What are the desires of game designers for a user testing report? What do
you want to see in there? What do you need feedback on the most?
The opening questions lasted about 15 minutes before moving into the focus of
the research, the evaluation of the individual GURB prototypes. More questions
were prepared if the participant had experience with user testing in order to probe
further such as:
• What was the setting of this user test? In a laboratory? In a third party suite?
• Think about a recent case, what stage was the game in the development?
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• What was your involvement? What tasks were you involved with?
• What were you hoping to get from the report? Was it delivered?
What was the form of the report?
Who wrote the report and conducted user testing? Internal, publisher,
external?
How were findings presented?
What did you like or find useful about the report? What do you think
could be improve?
How successfully do you think the report communicated the findings?
What would you like to see in a typical user testing report?
• Were there any issues you had with the user test? Or tools mentioned above?
• What worked well during the user test?
• How would you improve user test report? How to better communicate its
findings? What are the current limitations?
The opening questions were to understand the initial needs and requirements
for conducting user tests and important criteria for reporting.
b.3 gurb v1 , v2 and v3 walkthrough
• Stage 1: V1 with Timing, Objective and Art section
• Stage 2: Stage 1 V1 with Story section
• Stage 3: Full V1 seen in Figure 9
• Stage 4: V1 with Mario 64 example seen in Figure 10
• Stage 5: V2 with Bioshock example seen in Figure 11
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• Stage 6: V2 with transposed data and no curve
• Stage 7: V3 with no data seen in Figure 12
• Stage 8: V3 with random data
• Stage 9: V3 with conditional formatting
• Stage 10: Closing notes
While there were 3 versions of GURB, alternatives were created to help high-
light differences between each version and to provide more opportunities for the
participant to provide information.
In stages 1-3, rows and columns were hidden to slowly show the full V1. In
stage 4 an example of V1 was filled in using the game Super Mario 64 to show
how it could be used. Stage 5 depicts V2 using Bioshock as an example similar to
stage 4 with the addition of a playtest section and a visual curve to represent in-
tensity over time. Stage 6 shows V2 with the same data transposed to showcase an
alternative layout. Stage 7 highlights V3 without any data to focus on additional
parameters and categories in the playtest section. Stage 8 populates V3 with ran-
domised data to highlight how it would look in use where stage 9 uses the same
data with the addition of conditional formatting to highlight key values. Finally
stage 10 focused on all versions and prompted the interviewee for any closing
statements as the interviewer quickly displayed all versions again.
The following questions were asked at every stage:
• What do you think Blueprint is trying to communicate?
• Based on your specialisation in the game development process, what other
sections would you add?
What would that section consist of?
What would you be aiming to look for?
Why do you think that section is important?
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The following describes the script for describing each stage of GURB to the
interviewee:
Participant is shown Stage 1
This is Blueprint, it is a spreadsheet that a game or level designer can use to block out
their intended design in the following columns and rows. Each column is a beat, section
or level in a game.
Participant is shown Stage 2
I will let you take a look at this for a few minutes, feel free to express any thoughts you
have regarding Blueprint in the meantime.
Participant is shown Stage 3
Each row provides a detail to that level. There are different sections in the rows broken
down into Art, Story, Experience, Gameplay as you can see. Art has a place for the de-
signer to place an image or storyboard picture. Location in the game world. Colour palette
and style. Story has information about the character’s mindset, mood and key progression
notes. Experience highlights specific emotions the designer can highlight they want the
user to feel. It also has areas to highlight memorable moments for the player that are dif-
ferent from the story. Gameplay has sections for the type of gameplay segment tested, key
learning notes and level design specifications.
Participant is shown Stage 4
Now that you have seen the first version of Blueprint, this version is a example of Super
Mario 64. Imagining if I was the designer at the time using this tool to design the game.
Participant is shown Stage 5
This is the second version of Blueprint that uses the first few minutes of Bioshock as
example. A couple things that have changed. I have added a doodle to show the intensity
as a curve. I added a playtesting section and a summary of some basic playtesting data
to help highlight the number of attempts and how long the player took to complete the
section.
Participant is shown Stage 6
I have changed the layout where I have transposed all the cells how do you feel about
this new layout?
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Participant is shown Stage 7
This the third version of Blueprint where it is a combination of everything up till now.
This version will compare playtest results for you and highlight major issues.
Participant is shown Stage 8
This spreadsheet has been populated with random data to show you how it looks like
filled in.
Participant is shown Stage 9
This is the final version where key data is conditionally formatted to highlight issues.
Participant is shown Stage 10
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this interview, do you have any closing
statements?
C
S T U D Y 2 P R O T O C O L & S C R I P T
Study 2 followed a similar protocol described in Appendix B with the main dif-
ferences being the addition of the fourth version. The first five stages are repeated
exactly the same as in done in study 1 and described in Appendix B.3.
• Stage 1: V1 with Timing, Objective and Art section
• Stage 2: Stage 1 V1 with Story section
• Stage 3: Full V1 seen in Figure 9
• Stage 4: V1 with Mario 64 example seen in Figure 10
• Stage 5: V2 with Bioshock example seen in Figure 11
• Stage 6: Gameplay of the Book Brawl tutorial
• Stage 7: V4 with the Tutorial of Book Brawl
• Stage 8: closing notes
Participant is shown Stage 6
Participant is provided a link to watch a video uploaded to YouTube: https:
//youtu.be/Oh37H_D7NAI
After the participant has finished watching the video they move onto the penul-
timate stage.
Participant is shown Stage 7
This version uses a relevant game that you have previously worked on. This version has
the Book Brawl Tutorial represented in the spreadsheet
The following questions were asked for V4:
• How does this spreadsheet communicate the results of a user test to you?
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• What else would you like to see on here?
• How would you go about fixing these issues? Which one would you pick
first? Which one last? Why?
Participant is shown Stage 8
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this interview, do you have any closing
statements?
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